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Or. Speight On
LeMoyne Board
Two Memphians were elected to
the board of trustees of LeMoyne
college at the fall meeting last
witek. Electeo were Dr. W. 0.
Speight, Sr., of 1393 S. Parkway,
E., and Atty. Lucius E. Buren,
jr., of 128 North Court.
Bruce. chairman,
C. Arthur
said the board agreed to take an
the college
aiding
active role in
administration to reach its goal of
$250,000 for a muchmeeued library building.
Board members also voted to
hold future enrollments of the college to the present count of 577.
Both Dr. Speight and Attorney
T' la expressed extreme pleasure
,r.einsgpeieglehr,eda tovett
.
psdy.si.
veteranh°ar
cian and businessman in the Bluff
City, says he always has felt very
close to LeMoyne. His wife, Mrs.
Mignonette Nicholson Speight, was

grauuated from the old LeMoyne
Normal nstitute in 1911 and his
son, daughter and daughter-in-law
are graduates of the college.
'I feeldlhtdt become
member of the board of trustees
of LeMoyne college," Dr. Speigh
said. "I have aumired the schoo
down through the years, and I be
lieve LeMoyne has done more for
its community than any other in;
stitution of its size in America,
he added.
Dr. Speight is a product of John
son C. Smith and Snaw. He re.
ceiveo his medical degree from
the old Leonard medical school of
Shaw university at Raleigh, N.C.
.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101

FBI Opens Probe
Of Police Slaying
In Mississippi
WASHINGTON — The FBI
Monday confirmed reports that
an In%estigation of the pollee
slaying of I.uther Jackson in
Philadelphia, Miss. is under.

Legal Rights In
Case Explained

36
FAs Monitors
or Palsied

Memphis has 36 new cerebral
palsy monitors who were certified
Sunday at ceremonies for the second class of monitors. Thirty.four
high school students and two
adults were "graduated."
Sponsoreo by the United Cerebral Palsy Association of Memphis
and Shelby County in cooperation
with Crippled Children's Hospital,
the program is designed to make
available more persons qualified
to care for the special needs of
crippled children.
Elner Blair T. Hunt, pastor of
Mississippi Boulevard Christian
church, addressed the group Sunday. Certification of Monitors was
by Denby Brandon, president of
the United Cerebral Palsy association of Memphis and Shelby
County.
Those certifieo were:
From Carver high school For•
estine Bethel, Cora Collins, Mary
L. Nolan, Annie Spearman, Joyce
Williams and Addie Willis.
From Douglass high school:
Carole Marie Brown, Leidy Cannon, Imogene Mary Claxton, Caroyn Joyce Coleman, Bobbie Patterson, Clara Louise Perry, Rosalind
Shivers and Bobbie Terrell.
From Lester high school: Frank
gess, Josephine Jones, Magdalene
Moss, Dora L. Robins, Clifford C.

Editor's Note: Few people were surprised when
Pearl River County grand jury in Poplarville.
Miss., ignored the celebrated Mack Parker lynching
came. Only hours after it became known that no indictments were brought in the licious mob murder of Parker. the Justice Department announced that it would
the

tnove in and try to bring the lynchers to justice.
Much of the nation was shocked when the FBI
pulled out of the case after compiling a massive report
on the investigation and reportedly learning the names
of the mobsters involved and the identity of the man
who actually snuffed out Parker's life.
Now that the federal government has placed itself
back into the picture, the Tri-State Defender has asked
a noted Memphis attorney to explain the legal background for this important move. In a series, of which

CLIFFORD TOWNSEND, a
Lester high school student, receives certificate on comple•
lion of course for c erebral
Palsy monitors from Elvern
Garber, executive director of

United Cerebral Palsy association of Memphis and Shelby County. Thirty • four high
school students and two adults
were certified at ceremonies
Sunday at the Minsiseippl

Boulevard Christian church.
Monitors are qualified to give
special care and attention to
crippled children bet auae of
training received during t h e
special monitors course. Staff
photo by Hardin.

this is the first, Attorney H. T. I.ockard, delves into
the historical basis for the Justice Department action
and explains what there is in our American system
which makes it possible.
Attorney Lockard is president of the Tennessee
State Conference of Branches of NAACP,
By ATTY. H. T. LOCKARD

I have been asked to discuss the reasons why the Fedway.
Jackson was shot to death by
eral government is now coming into the Parker case since
Rainey
patrolman Lawrence
a grand jury in Mississippi failed to take any action in conand Jackson's date, Miss Hettie
the
that
charged
nection with the case. At the outset, I would like to point
Mae Thomas.
Korean veteran was ki ;ed "for
out that this writer certainly does not set himself up
Miss Thomas was
being able to answer this questioa!
Ao,thing."by Police Chief Bill, •___J_Iee CERTIFY,
*Sten
ta
even to hls own satisfaction and; is In any position to be able
RIchardsion following the slaycertainly he does not feel that he; answer to the satisfaction of anying.
!one else.
Medgar Evers. field secretary
' I hasten to point out, however,
A Crusade for Freedom is in
of t h e NAACP in MisFissippi
will be
1.110 historically, the relationship
said the association requested the planning stage and
7:30 p.m.,
between Federal and State govYork university, She is active in
By MARJORIE ULEN
the federal probe alter the Ne- held November 30 at
ernments have not been the best:
his fight to
shoba county official ruled the to aid 0. Z. Evers in
civic and social life of Baltimore,
that in some instances, well known
retain his job in the local post Outstanding interest is focused
death "justifiable homicide."
former national president
to all of us, the two governments
office. Evers is unaer fire because on the forthcoming hook of Mrs. and is a
DR. W. O. SPEIGHT, SR.
1111111111111alla111111111111111111linall111111111111111111111111111
sorority.
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r
in question have actually come
of the
of his activities in the recent elec- Gladys Birant Shepherd, "M a
tion.
Church TertcII, Reputable Per- She is the wife of Dr. J. D. ShepSee RIGHTS, Page 2
A national figure is expected to son," which will be released by herd Sr., of Baltimore, Ann the
address the Crusade which will the Human Relations Press on mother of Mrs. Sandra S. Phil),
be sponsored by the Binghampton November 25. It is the story of hart of Detroit, Mich., and Dr.
Civic League of which Mr. Evers the late Mary Church Terrell., who D. Shepherd of Washington, D.
is president. The Rev. T. R. Fugh, at age 89 rung from the Supreme Of special significance to MenTo,
program chairman, said the place Court of the U. S., a decision phians is the fact that Mrs.
of the crusade will be announced which brought about the collapse rell's family were one-time re,
relative;
later.
f segregation in tin city of Wash- dents of Memphis, and
of the well-known Church famiS
Eliehue Stanback, who sought ington, D. C.
,,se lives and contributions a,
the post of city tax assessor in the
Mrs. Shepherd is the daughter
W. W Walker of 1379 Richmond
and last election, is spearheaoing the f Mrs. Rebecca Biram, retired deep rooted in the culture an
space
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Miffed by the action, Walker asI Bureau of Statistics reported.
More time to decide on a course
and colleges . . .
sailed Mr. Washburn as a "lied
or action or statement'. Some In schools
in the barbershops
appointed leader who claims he is
pointed out that the ethics of the in homes, and
is a major subject of
leading Negroes when we know he
medical profession discourage doc- the doctor
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example note
is not." He said Mr. Washburn III
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cluding unborn babies. Expectant
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doctors insist that some thought
tinction" in crimes deliberately
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mothers are being deprived of
worse than a year ago."
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tients too impersonally. . . the there are fewer physicians and
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er said that President Eisen- Walker as being 'more harm be
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The matter of Mr. Walker's die.
golf for the 80 days that the union
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of
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people
voters
of
memory
fresh in the
In a speech to the AFL-C10 in- City and Shelby County Council of
publication, it was decided to close "The Surgeon General's group
thought they were cucumbers throughout the world. The ambush is the worst in the United states. dustrial union department (IUD). Civic Clubs Sunday. The group reCLARK
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2313 Perry Road
Reuther denounced the injunction ferred the dispute back to the
themselves Efforts are now un- cine, medical education and ad- Webb of
to grow larger, she was sur- of Humphrey County, Belzoni, Federal Government should adopt
,)3th • Ward Civic Club on the
amines watermelons which
as "brutal intervention of the got
Civil
vay to obtain something of the ministration . . . cites a mass of
Miss., who tried to vote, the bold the recommendation of the
prised to discover that they
front yard. The
doubt as to whether or not the erwhere
situation
a
in
ernment"
ors' reaction. They or their figures to prove that the number of grow in her
a
Fedare watermelons. And in No- daylight cold blood murder of La- Rights Commission — that
appearance
pulsion of Mr. Walker was voted
to
superior
made
were
iceemar may submit state- doctors available is going down' melons made their
"profile
to
appointed
mar Smith on the courthouse lawn eral Commission be
vember, yet! Staff photo by
la August and Mrs. We b b
by the entire club or not.
ments. The same will be duly
people."
Misaissipin
of Brookhaven, Miss., because he register Negro voters
Billy Duncan.
See SHADOWS, Page 2
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Crusade Planned

Former BTW Teacher Has First
Book Coming Out November 25
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Walker Fights
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School Notes
By
MARKHAM STANSBURY
need your help to "Put Memphis
LIBRARIANS MEET
Last Wednesday evening the in the 'Y'."
Clay-Wide Library Assistants met RUNT HEADS DRIVE
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, former
st•Hernilton high school for its
principal of this school will spearusetallation of officers.
Mrs. J. Byes, president of the head the United Negro College
lismilloa PTA, installed the follow- Fund Drive which will begin on
what
ng officers: President,. Miss Her- Sunday, Nov. 15, 1959. Well
:ease Spillers; Vice-i President, do you know! Just retired from
Miss Alice Morgan; Sec., Miss school and now working with colRubisteen Clark; assistant secre- leges.
iary Miss An Blackman; treas. STUDENT OF THE WEEK
trer, Miss Antoinett Mitchell; edi- This week we are happy to spot*
ores-chief, Miss Earline Nichols; light a very talented young lady,
meliainentarian, Booker T. Wade; Merdist Cobb. She is 16-year-old
lorresponding secretary, Miss age and resides with her guardians
Joyce Williams; and business at 1265 Pond at,
This talented young woman of
managsr. Markhum Stansbury.
Student librarians from Wash- the WDIA Teen-Town Singers, has
ngtoiCliold two of the City-Wide been singing since the age of 10.
&ices'.'Those of parliamentarian She made her debut singing before a large audience in April at
usd bpsiness manager.
yernice Nabrit and Miss the Junior Revue,
Miss Cobb is a member of the
3MAlik Williams are the WashBloomfield Missionary Baptist
ngtisfr librarians.
Members of the SIA from Wash- church. There she is a member of
ngton High present were Alice the junior choir. At Washington
Cathetia Barr, Betty Bran- she serves as a library assistant.
•
A disk-jockey commenting on,
1011. Derese Brown, Clarence
;leaves, Addle Crawford Merdist one of her latest solos: "Merdist
:obit. Marion Evans, Annie Foote is truly a modern jazz singer and
rlankle Gunn, Seland Hubbard, has the initiative to become one
of today's great jazz singers."
Sir ii Blue and Betty Kimball.
Others present were Bettie Knox, The first tune she sang was
Ea''Love's Burning Fire." Others
7helma Knox, Saym Lynom,
jobya McClora, Lois McGowan, were 'Letter From My Darling,"
andra Pegues, Elizabeth Prudent, "Eyes for You," "Trust in Me,"
>lie-Reed, Ann Robinson, Phylis "Need Your Love," Out In The
intith,fBetty Sanders, Julena Tho- Cold Again," and her latest jazzy
nas, Alice Turner, Booker Wade, one, "Little Girl Blue."
Iymelta Walker. Loistene Walker SOPHOMORES
fnd 'Hattie B. Williams.
These are some of the wayout
sophomore boys: James Kilgore,
RAMATiC CLUB
The Dramatics club under the Andra Williams. Lloyd Pegues.
Idvisorship of Mrs, Vivian H. Rob- Kenneth Brown, Fate Mosely, Clif.
neon; held its election last week. ton Best, Charles Powdell, Tonye
The officers are: William Rig- Thomas, Tyrone Beal and RobIns, president; Jo Evelyn Gray- ert Davis.
on:''vice 'president; Claudine TOP TUNES'
ltansbury, secretary; Rosanna Top Tunes for the month of Nou.inn; assistant secretary; Mar- vember at Washington are:
on Evans, treasurer; Willie Chap. 1. If I Could Love You, Dorsey
nan, business manager; Herbert Patterson and Carolyn Dotson 2.
VotelY, ''stage manager; Lowell Let Them Talk, Robbie Ford and
Vinston and Robert Davis, assi- William Willcs; 3. On My Way
'tent stage managers: Bertha Back Home, Noble Oxford and
dorrison. chaplain; Samuel Per- Nellie Murphy; 4. So Many Ways,
tins, reporter; and William Wilks, Vivian Owens and "Daddy Du"; 5
6arliamentarian,
Great Romand, Francine Doyle
WY It/PORTS
and Charles Miller; 6. I Was
All lin units In the Memphis Wrong, Carolyn Dukes and Thom'ity sctitiol are co-operating with as McCoy; 7. If It Wasn't For
is YMCA's Membership Drive. Love, Lucille Kennedy and LowAt theaast meet a total of 134.85 ell Winston: 8. These Three Word.,
as raided by various Hi-Y Herbert Marshall a n d Bessie
imps. el the total amount report- Clark; 9. Talk That Talk, Tyrone
d, Wallington reported $95.85. Smith and Helen Prudent; 10.
ay MI:0as is .the advisor.
Never Let Me Go, Sandra Pegues
The drive began in early Octob- and Billy Parker.
r and *ill end later this week. HEAR ABOUT
1st D.3filliams is general chair. ... the girl who Insists on
san of-zAhe drive.
wearing her engagement ring on
Have ..you joined the "Y" yett',1 the wrong finger - because she
i!ou hail? it's not too late, we doesn't really like the guy?

Co-Ettes Play Host
To Incoming Members

WILLIAM WEATHERS, left,
and Maurice Ilulbert prepare
Miss Janice Fitzgerald for
the 21st annual Blues Bowl
gam,e tag day Saturday, Nov.
14. According to Mr. Weathers, one hundred girls are ex.
pected to cover Memphis Saturday selling tags for the annual Beale Street Elks Christmas basket fund. The c e I ebrated Blues Bowl game will
be played November 20 at
Melrose stadium (Staff photo
by Hardin)

nitimimiummuommissweimmiummit
Readers Answer
Not D. Williams
On Doctor Series

Miss LeMoyne Contest
Cut To Three Hopefuls

Dear Editor: I've been keep-.
lag up with the article Mr. Williams has been writing in the
Three co-eds at LeMoyne col- Robert Thomas, a disc jockey at
Tel-State Defender about Negro
lege are on pins and needles, so WDIA, and Dr. Clifton H. Johndoctors. I don't fully agree. Now.
son, professor of history at Leto speak.
some Negro doctors treat custoThey are the finalists in the an- Moyne.
mers that way - but our Doc- nual 'Miss LeMoyne' contest, and
Miss Isabel scored 268 points out
tor - Dr. W. 0. Speight, sr., on of them will be declared the of a possible 300; Miss Lee, 365,
answers all our calls, no m,atter winner of the coveted title late and Miss Westbrooks, 262.
how early or late. I've never Friday afternoon, Nov. 13.
A student-wide vote on the camcalled on him and he failed to
pus Friday of this week will derespond.
termine which of the three young
Dr. Speight, sr., was recomladies will be 'Miss LeMoyne
mended to our family in 1954 by
Currently reigning as 'Miss
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Meade on
1,e-6oyn'
is Miss Pearlie G. Owensi
M
Clack Place and he has proved
a junior of 2223 Heard Ave.
to be wonderful in every respect.
The finalists were selected out
I have called others and was
of a group of nine contestants
treated like Mr. Williams said
who had ben nominated by the
in his column, but not by Dr.
student body. Each of the nomiSpeight. I remember on one ornees owns a 1.5 scholastic aver.
region he was dressing f o r
age or better, is single and posWestbrooks
Isabel
church, but came to our home.
Lee
sesses poise, dignity, charm and
first.
The finalists are, in this order, persontlity.
I certainly wanted to put this
The young ladies eliminated in
plug in for our Doctor, for he Miss Josephine Isabel, a junior of
the contst were Misses Florida
has never forgotten his Medical 582 Lipford St.; Miss Ernestine
Aaams, Sherry Crump, Harriet
oath. Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Sul- Lee, a junior of 394 Decatur; and
Miss Pearl Westbrook', a senior Hall, Bernice Hightower, Johnnie
len, 18 E. Dempster Road.
Mae Rodgers and Eliza Young.
of 1045 Latham.
11111I1111111h111111111tn1111111111111t1111111111ttlt1111111111111111' They were selected at a 'Miss Five of those nominated did not
LeMoyne' banquet Friday night by choose to run: Sterline Harris,
a committee of three judges: Mrs. Darnell Thomas, Thelma TownCollie Stevens, a counselor at send, Clara White and Marie EdBooker T. Washington high school; mondson.
(Continued From Page 1)

Rights

Shadows

Map Plans For
Miss. Boycott

to grips, one with the other. Suffice it to say, therefore, that the
relationship between Federal and
By BURLEIG11 HINES
State governments is a very, very
(Continued From Page 1)
The first stages of a boycott
delicate one. As I recall, it has
been published that the Federal to that of the 1930's unless some against white merchants throughwhite cut-work linen, and center(See Picture on Page 10)
out Mississippi were proposed in
Bureau of Investigation was call- thing is done soon.
with a mirrored base reflecting
ed
the Youth Council meeting of the
The Memphis Chapter of Coed into this case at the request MORE CARE
fall flowers. Assisting at
colorful
Jackson, Miss., SunEttes, Inc., were hosts at a lovely
of the Governor of the State of "Today people are getting more NAACP in
the serving of tea and coffee
medical care than ever before. day. The Council, in a panel disMississippi.
reception honoring new members,
on the last day of the
service sets
I appears to me, from what I Thirty years ago, the average cussion
Sunday, Oct. 25, at the Faculty from handsome silver
statewide session, lambasted those
that
newspapers,
three
or
two
doctor
the
a
saw
in
Sylvia
person
read
Davis,
have
Louise
Jana
were
's
e
eg
coll
Lounge of LeMoyne
merchants who refused to
,
Gray, Mrs. Marion Harris, Mrs the Department of Justice had times a year; now, the annual white
Brownlee Hall. New members are Williams and Marilyn„Harris.
and average is five times. There is extend the most common form of
Gloria Phillips, Annie Ruth Phil- Hi-fi music provided background William T. Broadnax, Mrs. John hoped that the public officials
courtesy - Mr., Miss and Mrs.
lips, Paulette Brinkley, Ann Bur- for the groups of young people at- Whittaker, Jesse Springer, Dr especially the Grand Jury of every indication . . . that the deford, Yvonne Jordan, Joan H a r- tending; and looking on approv- Hollis Price, Mrs. A. A. Latting Pearl River County, would take mand for medical services will "Over 20 reasons were brougit
graves. Geraldine Gray, Eleanor ingly were parents and guests, in. co-sponsor, Mrs. Louise Davis the report made by the FBI and continue to grow.
up in the meeting to point out the
Faye Williams, Jacqueline Broad- eluding Mrs. Helen Shelby, Mrs. Mrs. Charles Phillips, Mrs. P. L use it in connection with their ef- "One reason is that people evil influences of segregation,"
not, have more money and more
nax, and Gloria Lowers.
Fred Jordan, Mrs. J. L. Brinkley, Burford, Mrs. M. Iles Ulen and forts to determine, whether or
ascertainable probable schooling, which leads the mto de. said Dr. Aaron Henry, presidynt
Refreshments were served from Mrs. A. B. Hargraves, Mrs. Mc- Miss Erma Lee Laws, the Co here were
influenguilty parties in connection with mend beter care. Another rea- of the Youth Council and
a beautifully set table overlaid in Kinley Sexton, Mrs. Willie E. Ettes Sponsor.
Clarksaale, Miss., NAACP ofthe Parker slaying. It further ap- son is that two thirds of Ameri- tial
His youth group conducted
pears that since the Grand Jury, cans now live in cities, and stu- ficial.
the panel.
for some reason or other, did not dies show that people in cities see
Dr. Henry said that the most
render any indictments, during its doctors more often than do those
objectionable of these reasons II.
last sessions, against anyone for who live in rural areas.
the utter disregard of Negroes a.
the alleged murder of Mack "A third reason is
that in 1930, paying customers. The Council
Charles Parker that the Federal hospital ana health insurance were
those merchants who refuse
Government now feels that it virtually unknown. By 1940, hos- said
to recognize the Negro as a cusshould take some action itself. I pital insurance
of
some
sort
WAS
entitled to common courtetomer
GOOD NIGHT! i'M
re-emphasize, however, that this held by one person in
ten. To sy, should, in turn, be refused the
is purely a guess.
GET-TIN' OUTTN HERE-day about three-fourths of the patronage of Negroes. In other
CURRENT STATUS
YOU'VE 6OT4114AT CONFOUNOED.
population has hospitalization in- woras, Negroes should not pay to
Curent
confederal,
of
status
PERFUME PALLIOVER YOU
surance, two thirds has surgical be insulted.
stitutional and statutory power:
coverage, and medical coverage, Medgar Evers, Mississippi field
ENGAtt4
The major surviving criminal proincluding major medical coverage representative of the NAAC, said
visions of the Civil Rights Act,
another particular discourtesy to
in addition to t h e anti-peonage insurance, is increasing. Exploration of ways of providing coverage Mississippi Negroes, and to Neprovisions, are sections 241 and I
for old people and other largely groes traveling through the state,
241 of Title 18, U.S.C. (1948 codiis the matter of rest rooms In
concern at the present time.
fication) Section 241 reads as folsome service stations.
FAMILY DOCTOR
lows:
"The proportion of doctors serv- "Some stations have three rest
"Section
241:
Conspiracy
ing as "family doctors" has de- rooms," Mr. Evers said. "One for
against rights of citizens.
white women, one for whits men.
"If two or more persons con- clined from 75 per cent to 49 per and finally, one for Negroes."
spire to injure, oppress, threaten, cent,
The article covers many more This was another sore spot the
or intimidate any citizen in the
aspects of the docbor situation, and Youth Council discussed. T h
free exercise or enjoyment of any
group proposed that these station
summarizes with:
right or privilege secured to him
physician pa- be passed up by Negro motirsts.
individual
the
"If
by the Constitution or laws of the
relationship is to be a mean- AfECELOORAPPI CLEARANCE - g•••rs1
United States, or because of his tient
used A. B Dick Merneographo throughpersonal relationship which ,
reconditioned hiss and up It
I
having so exercised he same; or ingful
other types of inemeogrephs and spirit
and
profession
medical
the
both
"If two or more persons go in
duplicator. at
money-wring
Pries
public believe it should he, it Duplicator Divot . I C Toe end Cantdisguise on the highway, or on the the
ata,. lea Madison. Park Free sirs., Use
would seem that the individual street.
JA.
premises of another, with intent
physician should be able to spend
to prevent or hinder his free exerrather than less, with
time,
more
cise or enjoyment of any right
individual patient. Such a goal
1
2.
or privilege so securedcan hardly be achieved if we are if foe wet les le the lag Wig wig.
"They shall be fined not more
t..qoRA.
Olatill. NM 5551
increases in the fer
nvou
president, Mrs. Idella Cortee;
see is 05*1St. Pile
than $5,000 or imprisoned not to have further
41.
la •
of the average doc- ,s.
Mn, all Mrs. John Clark had as vice-president, Mrs. Tommy WestMary Louise Reddick, Sis. Della more than ten years. or both." patient load
tor."
heir week-end house guest Mrs. field; secretary, Mrs. Magnolia
Hunt
Wright Harris, Bro. L. H.
"Section 242: Deprivation of
Now, that's what a national
Jameg of Little Rock, Ark. Mrs- Jones; treasurer, Mrs. Christine
Sis. Beatrice Johnston, Rev, J. B rights under color of law.
magazine finds out from the reames *the mother of Mrs. Clark, Hurst; Chaplain, Willey Ann CulRobertson and Rev. H. Brecken
"Whoever, under color of any
port of a panel of experts studying
Mn. Theo Pitts of Chicago, Ill., ley; reporter. Mrs. Theresa Carridge headed the ceremony.
law, statute, ordinance, regula.
the aoctor situation. Let's hear
isited his parents and relatives, ruth; program, Mrs. Dovie MayOrange joined the Morn tion, or custom willfully subjects what our local men of medicine
Brother
8.
Nov.
church
the
Lev. and Mrs. G. W. Pitts of field; flowes, Mrs. Mary Mar- Friends and relatives of Brother ices at
ing Star Baptist church but moved any inhabitant of any State TerIadisoza,
tain; Mrs. Pearlie Green and Louis Orange found it hard to beMuch to their sorrow, the duty' back to the Shell Lake community ritory. or District to the depriva- have to say. Selah.
music,
a
with
of
Mrs. Christine Taylor and chil- Mrs. Beasley.
filled man, the lover
lieve that the "gentleman
tion of any rights, privileges. or „
where he died Oct. 31.
Relieve pains ef tired, sire, *shims
ren of Covington, Tenn., are visit. Other women in the community smile" had left them. They had the man whose home was a regular
Statue
Survivors are mother, Mrs. Lula immunities secured or protected Mexico
mueslis with STANISACK, tablets
g their parents the Rev, and who are interested in helping with grown so used to him leading his hotel for friends, was dead.
by
the
Constitution
or
of
laws
the
ars. Coleeman. Mrs. Taylor is an the work of this organization are' choir in church at Earle, Ark., Born in Wynne, Ark., Dec. 15, Orange; wife, Mrs. Barbara Or United States, or to different pun. GENEVA - (UPI) - Mexico ii- powders. STANBACK sees fast*
stepson,
Leroy;
brother,
presented a 25-foot statue of Se brine eosefert,ne relief . .
astructdr in the Covington school I invited to contact any of the mem- and booming out with his fine 1905. Brother Orange left that com- ange;
Jefferson; step grandson, ishmens, pains, or penalties, on has
ystem.
voice that it was almost disbelief munity after being converted in James
bers for further information.
account of such inhabitant being Mexican patriot Miguel Hidalgo to heeled.. th• STANDACK formula
other
Jefferson,
five
jr.;
James
the international labor organiza- eerehinoe *****el *
ETURANG
iption type
that led them to his funeral serv- the New Light Baptist church
WOMEN'S DAY
step-grandchildren and a h o St of an alien or by reason of his color, tints to mark its 40th anniversary.
Mrs. geline Pater and Miss Wil- The Salem Baptist church, at
inereil.ente fee fast relief erf pelts.
or race, than are prescribed for
and came to Earle, joining the other relatives and friends.
Patt Clayce have returned from Broadway and Haven ate, pre- prominent, efficient and intellect- Friendship congregation.
the punishment of citizens, shall Hidalgo abolished forced labor and
an Frieisco. Calif., where they sented their annual "Woman's
be fine dnot more than $1,000 or slavery in the 19th century.
nal woman in the person of Mrs. He was a staunch church work.
isited rs. Poter's daughter.
Day" Sunday. Mrs. Stewart was K, B. Bland. You missed a treat er, starting a choir in' the church
imprisoned not - more than one
Many ;Forrest Citians returned chairman and Mrs. L. E. Baragyh
and singing with a quartet
year. or both."
did not constitute a violation of MISSING HEIR SOUGHT
if you didn't hear her.
theiralma Mater AM & N col- co-chairman.
, LARGELY DORMANT
the statue.
Evening services were held at number of years, which was often
an attempt 141 settle an eagle a
ge Saglarday to see the AM & N The members of the Salem BapDuring the thirty year period
It might be poined out also, that 1"__0
7:45 p. m. This program provided heard on WDIA.
(Continued From Page 1)
I.Hilt seaduetsid loth Sins and
ons ddeat the Wiley Wildcats. tist church extended an invitation
from 1909 to 1939, the provisions between 1909 and 1939. no cases
nice enjoyable entertainment (0 r Brother Orange was faithful in
Little Reek. •rk. for the *UMW oil
i
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Also teeny returned to Philand- to the public to worship with them the evening. There was a "Sym- his work at the Black Fish Gin. Townsend, IV.
"
of the Civil Rights Act remained' under the predecessor of Section Imallog
Besets and Emma Jones. Sleuthr Smit;college, where Philander in their annual "Woman's Day" postern" on the theme "The Role where he and his mother were
Adults: Mrs. Roberta Brown largely dormant and unused. For 242, as above quoted, even reach- tens of Parte* Smith Joon, or their dee.
st to 2tust.
for
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He
stockholders.
Change.
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A
Brown,
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celebraion.
theme was "The of Christain Woman
einelante. In. PM'S family fcrreerly hind
high school: Rebecca
the most part, in times past, the ed the Supreme Court.
the public for a number of years, Ruby Brown, Juanita Canno n, Supreme Court of the United
Role of Christain Women in A ing Age."
There were, however, a few la Little Reek with their vend parelte.
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St. Anarews Presbyterian church Changing Age."
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The
Sates has either construed farMemphis years ago where the family
bservee their fourth anniversary Women were in charge of the In the home. Mrs. W. A. Cully; In the final program that was Rosie Irene Hooper, Seland Hub- rowly the applicability of these the lower Federal Courts involv- seems to had d PPppPP from sight. Any.
nday,awith the following appear- services throughout the day. The In Nation, Mrs. N. Nelson; In!held in honor of the humanitarian, barn, Michelle Ann Isabel, Alma aforsaid sections dealing with the ing these sections and their pre- oho having any knowledge of this family
or of their •hertaboute Nene eontael
In9
con program: Rev. .0. F. Cooley, pastor delivered the morning mes- The Community, Mr. C. F. Banks many of his frienos took part. Johnson, Doris Johnson, Carolyn Civil Rights Act or they have decessors,
Attorney General Frank M. IE Allen of th• United aensleth Cernlder .atin Clark, Mrs. R. J. sage.
and In The Church, Mrs. A. K. Names such as Bro. George Col- L. Jones, Joyce Ann Kersh, Bettye ruled that the Statutes in quesien
4hristm5s, the Rev. A. M. Hart, Special afternoon services were Jefferson. Coordinator was Mrs. lien, Bro. K. E. Jackson, Bro, Tat- Jean Kimball, Mildred Lee Rich- had no relaionship or bearing to Murphy created a Civil Rights gov, Srmail, at ION Majestic lid..,
Miehigaw
sastor - of Wynne Presbyterian held at 3 p. m. at which time the W. P. Delaney, Rev. S. J. Jones, ma Christian. Sis. Charlene Myles, ards, Loistine Walker,
the set of facts before them. In Section in the Department of Jushurch, Wynne, Ark. Music w a annual "Woman's Day" address pastor; Mrs. A. H. Edwards, pub- Bro. Booker Arnold, Bro. Ike Ma- 6Adults: Mrs. Roberta Brown one case decided back in 1926, tice. The function of this section
lone, Bro. Henry Jackson, Sis. and Miss Erma Evans.
ernished by the St. Andrews choir was given. The speaker was a very licity chairman.
twenty-five men were indicted for was "to pursue a program of ivginder the direction of Mrs. Z. Z.
seizing and forcibly deporting a ilant action in the prosecution of
;ellars.
group of several hundred persona l infringement" of civil liberties. As
WOMEN'S CLUB
who were not residents of Arizona a result of setting up the Cavil
The Christian Women's Charity
from that State into New Mexico; Rights Section, and as part of a
.lub of Forrest City which was or.
the Court dismissed the indict- general re-awakening of interest,'
anized last year, held its First
ment holding that the privileges a new era in the life of the Civil
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Rights Acts began. Many mere
anniversary Banquet Tuesday evand immunities clause of Article
cases were brought, both criminal
eling at Christ Church Episcopal
4, Section 2. was applicable only
/Id dealer eeleaderdele
and Civil, and the law began to
chool. The organization was an
to ingress or egress from and into
Pb... IA 14141
develop
rapidly.
nitgrowth of the colored women's
a state, except there was a direct
leSire to give volunteers assist ,
(Continued Next Week).
interference with Federal matters
ince at Forrest Memorial hospr ,
.al, but was organized for the pur
lose of doing needy charity work
at' various types in and around
he community.
To date the volunteers have
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If you aidn't see something in
the above column that you would
have liked in the paper, be sore
and let me know about it. Also
contact me if you haven't started
taking the Tri-State Defender. You
shou,d you know. Call me, Mra:
Katherine Tappan, EX 7-7588.
WESTBURY, L. I. — (UPI) ;—•
Silver Song, who recently ran second to the great French trotter
Jan-in in a California race, will be
entered in the $27,688 United States
Harness Writers Trot Wednesday
, night at Roosevelt Raceway.
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Friday, The Thirteenth
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These first chill winds mark tiVt` WO too sickyoungster in bed up. lt's hest however, not Hi.. 1•1
more than the coining of winter. can 4' solved with games that him go outdoors until on -.or twe
A Halloween party was given atirooms, ap well as special demonhis
Ready or not, the peak cold and make him use his imagination days after the last signs
the home of Mr. i,nd Mrs. Howard strations by membesr of the playrather than pretty toys that pail cold' are gone. Ms first outings
Peters, Sr., for their three chit- sical education, commercial a n d
'flu s ason's about to blow in and
quickly Such things as pipe clean- should be short — twenty or thirty
dren, Howard, jr., Elgie Lee and science departments.
Moms soon will have their hands ers for "sculpturing," weaving. minutes — in a sheltered spot.
were present.
The Stagecrafters have preparfull coping with these minor ail- sewing & building sees can provide If the ;add doesn't reappear, he
The chilaren seemingly enjoyed ed for presentation of a play, enhours of quiet fun. Fruit juices, if can stay out for the usual length
the party and was served punch titled Standing Room Only. Musicinems
A itstU colds in very young chil- served soda fountain style with a of time Whether Indoors or out,
and cookies, plus Halloween candy. al numbers are to be renaered by
he should bi- properly dressed t•
dren, leading pediatricians say not straw, can he made a game.
and more cookies
members of the school chorus.
to take them too lightly or other The cough stage of a cold is par- avoid chilling.
The party climaxed with a dance Needless to say, the school is excomplieations max arise. They ad- ticularly hard on a youngster, say
Naturally. there's no need to be
session, after which the c ildren pecting the wholehearted support
vise putting a tot in bed at the pediatricians, because little ones as fussy with an older child or
thanked Mrs. P.eters for having in- of everyone.
first sign of cold, if his fever is lack the ability to clear their with a youngster who has no foyer
vited them and told her how plea- ! The members of the New Gillup, and keeping him there until throats well. For this reason, manY with his cold. In such cases. bed
aant and enjoyable the party was. field MB church, 606 Gillis rd.,
it goes down. Further, the experts children's doctors suggest a thyme may not be necessary as long an
Some of the guests on hand were wishes to thank their many friends
explain
that the chief source of based formula like Pertussin the youngster is kept indoor* and
Marilyn Timms. Geraldine Timms, and members for helping them
cold discomfort to a young child Cough Syrup which is free of co- dressed so he'll be evenly warnt,
James Merritt, Delores Merritt, ake their Men's Day on the fourth
comes front not knowning how to dein', depressants, or harmful hab- but not too hot.
Sterling Freen, Gloria Lane, Glo- Sunday in October such a big sucblow his nose.
it forming drugs. Thyme, a harm, But, with any child — regardria Young, Bennie M. Gearring, cess. Brother W. B Gooch takes
Theopolis Lewis, Yvonne Lewis, this method of thankin his friends
According to the doctors, ymi less herb used in cooking, is also less of age — a doctor should bei
Frank Dilworth, Dorothy Tappan, for helping him report the sum of
can give a little one some relief a proven aid to discharging mu- called if the cold persists for ag
Charles Davis, Thomas Towns, $92.50. The total amount raisea
overly long period of time or any
front a stuffy nose with a nasal cous.
When the child is no longer fev- unusual symptoms accompanying
Jackie Davis, Raymond Jackson, was $700.00. Rev. J. C. Petties is
aspirator. And the child will be
Charles Blevins and Carolyn Dot- the pastor of the church.
more comfortable if his mattress erish, he should be allowed to get lg.
son.
is tilted slightly higher at the head
Ford Road school is continuing
1.averne Wilson, second place
MRS. WALKER HOMES is
wearing crown. Others w I tBROWNIES
their membership campaign thrti crowned at Flamingo rooni
winner; Mrs. Sallie Thomas. of the crib.,
n
nessing ceremonies are, left
The members of Brownie Troop Nov. 20. The president, Mrs. Mary dance sponsored by the WalkAnother way to soothe the instanding in for Mrs. alythryn
to right, Mrs. Goldie Hart.
293 enjoyed a Halloween party A. Wrushen. is appealing to all er Wines Civic club. Honor
Powell, fourth place %%inner; flamed nose and tlisluiat authird Place winner; Felton J.
Friday. Oct. 30, at 272 Glencoe rd. parents, and interested persons to went to Mrs. Frances Caple,
miming a cold is to keep the air
Earls, club president; Mrs.
and CPO James
One of the party features was fire send their membership dues. Send
in the sick room moist. It's no
building anu cookout. Scout songs them by the children so that the)
longer necessary to use danger- s
were sung and games were played. may reach their goal of 500 mem
ass steam humidifiers. or to drape
With
Costumes and false faces were the bers. Prof. Isaiah Goourich is the,
the radiator with wet towels to
order of the evening.
achieve this effect, because there
school principal and Mrs. Johnnie
By EDGAR 1. STEWART
They a dopt ed a motto, ''it PIO*
Officers in the troop are Lind. M. Peters is in charge of publiciis a new medicated vaporizer to do For centuries PeoPle
have re- bus Untim," which has It letteklls
ay Faye Chamberlain, president: ty.
the Mb an aerosol container, the garded Friday the thirteenth as and became the greatest Who
Beverly Lewis, vice president; Walker school, located at 322
front an aerosol container. the a had luck day. This week it comes
on earth.
Gayle—Talley, scribe; Nancy Kaye Nov. 15, from 5-7 p. in. Please
new vaporizor not only fights nas- up again.
Brown, assistant scribe; Victoria be present to witness this great
Colgate univeraity is said to Mtn
al congestion, but eliminates the
This is the last one for this year.
Shoemaker. sergeant-at-arms; and affair. Prov. Charles W. Horner The Walker Home Civic club has with J. M. Peters, co-chairmanneed for old-fashioned nose drops We have had two before, tine in been founded by 13 men and 1$
Catherine Green, chaplain.
is principal, Mrs. Charlene Dand• done it again! On Novi id the club along with Mrs. Adair.
and messy chest rubs.
books under a charter with la arFebruary and one in March.
Members are Diane Shoemaker, ridge is chairman of publicity.
Benefit dance at The dance netted over $1,000 in Mr. Esquire club was formally KEEP TOT IN BED
People who believe in il say ticles anu has become one of out
Wonna Strong, Lois Jean G000win, The pastor. members nd friends held its Annual
Cont.
Planning for a-ontIL'h
The problem of keeping an Sc- you should not start anything on great universities.
,ind wt., serve as a
Edmondson, Congeda Grary, Car- of the Rivershide MB church, 248 the Flamingo room and as usual,
munity center in Walker Homes counter part to the young ladi
Friday the thirteenth unless you This writer once played on a
ol Ann Earls, Sylvia Jean Hamp- W. Mitchell rd., held their regu- the dance was a success.
section. As said before in last campus organization \ College Debfinish it before the sun goes down, football team that began the seaton Glenda D. Smith, Waddie A. lar services Sunday, Nov. I, at The top feature of the affair was week's article, this is a most w(irStorm
Emma
Near
Guam
and should not take a trip.
utante Society). Emphasis Will
son without a coach and with only
_Brown, Linda Faye Berry, Sylvia 11 a. m., at the Ford Chapel A.
the crowning of the Queen from thy project and the people of the be placed on scholarship, etiquette, TOKYO — (UPI) — U. S Air Some football teams have no 19 players The football table ift
M. Brown, Regina Hart. Helen M. E. Zion church, located on
Force
weathermen
today
reported
community are depending on the and a basic knowledge of fraterplayer number IS and some ho- the dining hall Was number 13. We
Roy Person, Angenlar Bowers. Hornlake rd. The Riverside church the four contestants. L'p for the
business firms arm construction nal life complete with initiation a new tropical storm was building
won out first game 13-0 and went
Mrs. Susie Smith is the leader is under construction. The church coveted title were Mesdames Myrup west of Guam with winds tels have no thirteenth floor, etc.
firms as well as on the untiring proceaure.
on to win every game of the sea.
with Mrs. Goldie Hart, assistant is being enlarged and beautified. tharine Powell, voodie Hart, Lou- work of their
There are several reasons given
leaders.
The charter- members are: Aar- clocked at 50 inph.
son. That was the only year a
leaner.
They hope to be back in their verne Wilson and Frances Caples. Already several firms which on Booker, president;
It a y The storm, dubbed Emma, was as to why it is supposed to be bait team at that institution was withchurch for services Nov. 15.
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building
materials
moving
west-northwest
at
17
miles
have
done
Crimes,
vice
president;
was
Sain
Lacy.
tabulating
final
the
After
out a coach and the only teal*
Sunday, Nov. 8 marked the be, ;On Thursuay night, Nov. 5, BapMrs. promised to help the area in the secretary; Edward Mitchell, as- per hour and was last reported 13 present at the last Supper stud with such a small number of playginning of a week long celebration tismal Services were held at the the winner turned out to be
Fri•
event
that
Crucifixion
took
place
on
the
project
off
the
they
get
sistant
island.
secretary;
Henry
Moses,
about
635
miles
from
the
the
ers. Yet it is the only one writof American Education Week, at Walker Memorial Christian church Frances Caples who rated
day. It is regarded as had luck ten tip man for man in the college's
the high- the ground. which is what has treasurer; Roosevelt Benton, parMitchell Road Junior High school. The Baptising was conducted by Queenship by bringing in
happened, as the lot and area for liamentarian; and Roland llendermost of the civilized world.
history. "A Brief History of JaekMisses Sullistine Tyson, Amanda in
'rhe principal and members of the the pastor of Riverside MB church. est total on tickets sold.
Samuel the community center has already son, chaplain,
son College," by B. F. Denby,
Rattles, Charles Etta Brown (Miss THE OTHER SIDIN
faculty are inviting young people, The pastor and members of the The show, emceed by
been picked and bought. The rest PEP SQUAD
Let , us take a look on the other Page 6,4 The Iron Thirteen.
year.
(bwen), Bettye Johnson (Freshand appraise their school.
Riverside MB church wishes to Peace for the second straight
is up to the citizens who want to
Members of the cheering sonata man attendant), Joyce Rayner, side. Thirteen colonies won a war Suppose you try something this
Open House activities will start thank the Pastor Elder Evans and featured the awarding of a plaque see Memphis progress.
have been announced and they are Meriatn Cooper and Joyce Fields, and became an incependent nation Friday the thirteenth and asfe what
Thursday night, Nov. 12, from 7-9 their members for the use of thei to Felton Earls, president of the
(The United States of America). happens.
captain.
p. m. This will incluoe colorful Baptismal pool. Rev. 0. D. White club, for his outstanding work and,
leadership. Chief Petty Officer
TIME
displays of student work in class Dandridge, church reporter.
TELEVISION
James Talley did the honors.
Trailing Mrs. Caples in the
Queen contest were Mesdamee Ltiverne Wilson, runner-up, Goldie
Hart and Nlyrtharine Powell, in
that order. Mrs. Johnnie M, Peters presented the flowers to the
Queen, with Mrs. Great* Anair
presenting the gifts. Mrs. Mattie
.lackson was chairman for the program the second straight year,
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Look Out For 'Flu
Bug These Cold Days

KATHERINE TAPPAN
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THIS POWERFUL - MODEL 805-1

Complete with 7 piece
tel of Cleaning tools
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• NEW UNBREAKABLE HOSE
• PAPER DUST BAG—CLIP-ON TC
• EASY GLIDE RUG NOZZLE
• LIGHT—QUIET—GUARANTEED
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Ea.

Soo live Dentonstratioa in Orr star. to Org.

Ea,

PHONE (Night or Day) BR. 5-7766
FOR 10 DAY HOME TRIAL

Ea.
Ea.
Ea

•

1583 Madison

GIFTED ACTOR FREDERICK O'NEAL Ian star in every medium: stags,
screen, radio and TV. He's also- an enthusiastic Lucky fan. With
Luckies, Mr. O'Neal enjoys the honest taste of fine tobacco."Lucky
after Lucky, I get the same great taste," he says.

Get the genuine article ...

DON'T MISS

Get the
honest taste of a

DICK "Cane" COLE
Mfr's Origin&
was $69.95

Terms

3:00 P.M. --- 5:00P.M.

Avrffinble

,. - .
FIGHT COLD MISERIES WITH 5g_

To f,r

Family

Budcot

TRI-STATE VA1UUM COMPANY

nt,

05

YOU'LL ENJOY BROTHER BOB
4:00 A.M. --- 6:00 A.M.
9:30 A.M. --- 11:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M. --- 2:15 P.M.

SCOTT'S EMULSION
2
.
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Lost by default. This is the state- make this world better but we
ment describing the results of cannot do it by compromising!
compromise we lose by
many games being played by When we
default. We holu back on that
today.
This hies
manY people
"which we know is right and
La its truest sense that they were while we are holding back things
lost by non-participation. Each of are getting worse and worse. It
us is engaged in a game. This is at this point that men must
game is a matter of soul-saving. rise up and realize that we must
fight for those things that make
Now unfortunate it is that in light us the kind of examples we should
of all the opportunities we have'be.
to extend the kingdom of God Our compromises and lack of
many of us are loosing by default, positive action might seem ever so
We cannot read our papers dai- right now but as time moves on
will disappear.
ly crime and sin are on the ramp our popularity
age. This great rampage is not Those people who thought so much
mother, an original member
a matter of saints being over ae- of us while we did what was popu- FOURTH GENERATION Fiskof the Fisk Jubilee Singers, atlive but rather a matter of many lar will learn a little ater on that ite — Placing a 'Wreath on
tended Fisk, then her grandof them being not active at all. popuarity and righteousness are the grave of her great.grandfather, the late Dr. George
I wonder if we ever stop and ask two different things. Popularity mother, Mrs. Ella Shepard
Moore, then her mother, Mrs.
Moore,
Julia
Miss
Hoffler
ourselves, "What are we doing for might he ever so appealing to a
Julia Moore Miller. Never bethe kingdom'?" One of the trage- well man or to a man who has helps in celebration of the
fore in the 93 years of Flsk's
dies of our day an dtime is wrap- been exposed to a little knowledge 88th Jubilee Day at Fisk uniexistence has a family contribversity in Nashville. A fourth
ped up in the fact that fat' too but with the coming of responsibiligeneration Eiskite, Miss 'loftuted students in four unbroken
many of us are living only at a ties and maturity, with the coming
generations.
ier can look back with pride
portion of the ability that is given of trials and tribulations man will
to the time her great-grand'
learn that in order to stand up
us by Goo.
Our participation in matters of against the trials and tribulations
Hie are far too limited. Many of of this world we will need more
than popularity.
—
us are willing to only stand on
the sidelines and do nothing when It is at this point in life that
many
of us lose by uefault. It is
there is much to be done.
enough
to fool 3 sleeping or
Years ago the Master looked easy
half sleeping man but once a man
over the conditions of His day and,wakes up
he wants the real fibres
said, "The harvest truly is great i that will
enable him to face up
but the laborers are few.".We lye to life. Anyone who fails
to give
Its a day of great opportunities. But him the things
that will enable
I know many people who are will- him to measure will be greatly
ing only to stand by and do noth- disrespected. Popularity
m a y
Mg.
bring us a temporary satisfaction With the close of the harvest Mmes. Erma Wynne and AlberThe ill part of the whole situ- but for lasting joys one must season so close upon Tri-Citans, ta Jamison attended the regular
allots is that there are many peo- resort to truth and honor. These many are too busy to ao muchi meeting of the Gloxinia Art Garpl. who could do much but have things will stand when all others traveeling or socializing, therefore den club in Humboldt at the home
the news column is somewhat short of Mrs. D. H. Tuggle on Tuesday
satisfied themselves to do rioth- fall.
this week, unless someone failed night last. Mrs. Farrah Ivie and
Ing. There is no place today for
to turn in their news. We certain- granddaughter Shelia Booker, went
people who want to do nothing.
ly can't print what we don't know to Nashville last week to meet
Many of us have opportunities ana
about. The only way we can know Mrs. Ivies Nephew, son of Charabilities today hut are too concernis from you.
lie Corley, who is going to live
l
with other things to nua
edAn
do anything.
There are those of us who have
Shopping tours for the children, with Mrs. 'vie for the winter. M Lewis Ellis, who is stationed
Sgt.
been given abilities and convic-'
getting prepared for the Fall SesHone that would put LIS in place
sion of school, which will open the at Fort Campbell, met them there
of doing things for God that would'Musi
ninth, are going on every day by and brought them home. Paul
cale
mean much to make the world •
anxious mothers. Mrs. Meadie Douglas of Nashville was a
better hut we satisfy ourselves
Penn has gone to Chicago for the Sunday visitor of his uncle and
with doing nothing because we
Winter. She writes that a visit to aunts, Mr. and Mrs. Archie Ellingdon't want to hurt anyone or be
Gary, Ind., with tier niece, Mrs. ton and Mrs. Ludie Skinner, who
labellea a "goody goody."
Verlene Elder found the entire is living with the Ellingtons.
family looking well and aoing well Word has been received that the
What a tragic thing it is that
All
music
lovers
of
Memphis
and
Mrs. Lucy Overall has been a fre- husband of the former Karon
in the face of knowing better and
having convictions to the contrary the Tri-State area are invited to quent visitor to Memphis last Watson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
many of us will 'stand idly by.' attend the Annual Fall Musicale week. She was there in the interest Samuel Watson, died recently in
How do you account for this idle- at Ward chapel AME church — of Mrs. Cora Martin-Winchester, Chicago. A child is to be born to
ness? Only to the extent that many 1125 South Parkway E. on Sun- formerly of Trenton. Mrs. \V i n- the couple next month.
chester has recently been hospital- Deaths in the immediate viciniof us do not want to be involved. day, Nov. 15, 6 p.
If this world is ever going to be The senior choir ia presenting zied at Shelby County hospital, ty include that of David neard,
a better world all of us will have six lovely and talented young la- Messrs. R. L. Radford, Perry who lived in Union City but was
dies, all pupils of Prof. William Williams and DeWitt Williams eulogied at Jemimas Chapel last
to become involved..
Nothing is worse today than T. Jones, in a Pianaforte Recital, along with Mrs. Jodie Barham week. His daughters, Miss Susie
The
young ladies are Misses El were in Memphis Wednesday th Beard and son from Dowagiac,,
the man who will not be involved.
There are many people today who eanor J. Black, Lola Lee Rose, carry Mr. Jodie Barham to the Mich., Mrs. Annie Perry from
will not commit themselves in any- Lewette Draper, Ruby C. Hardy, Veterans hospital, where he re- Cleveland and Mrs. Marie Humthing. This is tragic. In our homes Eldra Jennings and Gloria Lew- mained as a patient. Mrs. Mary phrey from Union City spent the
Allen is visiting her father in Chi- weekend with their sister here,
there are mothers and fathers who ..
will not chastise the children be— The music will feature both the cago. Mrs. Carrie Seat attended Mr. and Mrs. Algie Robinson.
old
masters and contemporary the West Tennessee Supervisors Masonics
cause they want the good wishes;
Rights were said over
of the children. In public life composers. The Carver high sen- meeting at Lane college in Jack- the late L. C. (Kit) Robertson at
ior glee club will also appear. son Tuesday night. Mr. Percy Mt.
Orange MB church last week.
there are those who won't become
There is no admission.
DeLapp is a patient at Madison The funeral of
involved because they might of- .
the late Coy McMrs. Julia Pleas. president. Rev. County hospital in Jackson.
Murry was held at Springh ill
fend someone they will need later
T. G. Garret, pastor.
Nathaniel
Penn
carried
his
wife,
on. There are those who are in;
MB' church. Aside from relatives
Mrs. Ruth Nell Penn, and Mrs. around the Tr -Cities that
the position to mold the lives of '
attenoed
Martha Nioore along with other three daughters
our chiloren but go along with
from out-of-state,
popular thinking rather than do Ask State-Wide Wages students from Luey's Be a u t Y Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Winfrey and
NEW YORK — (UPI) — AFL. school, to Nashville last week to Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln
what they know is right.
Buchanan,
CIO leaders in New York state State Board of Cosmetology. •
all of Cleveland, and Miss Mattie
Our world needs and sorely needs
have asked Gov. Nelson Rocke- Johnnie Jamison carried a group
people today who through their
ex- ' feller to help them obtain a $1.50 of beauticians to Memphis Monperiences have learned what is an
hour minimum wage in the day night to participate in the
right and have convictions enough
state
Tennessee Progressive Beauticians
to pass them on to those about'
State minimums are now fixed Annual Beauty Revue which was
em. It is our responsibility
toion an industry-by -industry basis. held at the Hippodrome.

Fall
At

WILMETTE, Ill. — The 142nd when swords will be beaten Into
NEW TYLER ANL!
o) the combined choirs.
anniversary of the birth of Baha' promised Kingdom will have been' Family • day
hat been set for The Fellowship dinner at 2
u'llah, founder of the Baha'i Faith, plowshares, when the ChristSunday, Oct. 15, at the stately New p. m. will consist of turkey and
will be observed on Thursday, Nov. promiseu Kingdom will have been
Tyler AME church. A special Ines-,all the trimmings at a very nifty
12 by the Baha'is throughout the established, and the peace of the
sage by the pastor, guest pastor,. price, 25 cents. The purpose of
world, according to the National planet definitely and permantntly
and a fellowship dinner will high'the dinner is a large fellowship
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is ensured.
light the observation.
of member families and families
of the United States.
Baha'u'llah, the Assembly points It will. be during the morning
of friends with the price as no
Born in 1817 in Teheran of one out, does not claim finality for His worship hour that the congrega-i harrier.
of Persia's most illustrious a n d own Revelation. He stipulates that lion will hear the thought-provokwealthy families, Baha'u'llah, a a fuller measure of the truth than ing sermon. Music will be pro- Directly following the fete. RevEugene Waller of Early (.1,
descendent of Abraham and Jesse, He has been commissioned to
Baptist church will ascend
during forty years of exile and vouchsafe to humanity must needs
pulpit as principal speaker
imprisonment, expounded a gospel -niosa ssaiping put meisticia atn
the afternoon. A capacity cromt is
which interpreted the spiritual be disclosed at future stages in
expected.
meaning of the ancient scriptures, lion of mankind.
renewed the reality of faith in
The 22nd Annual Instute of A musicale sponsofed by he
God and established as the foundaMemphis Sunday School and Bap- families of the church will be prelion of human society the princitist Training Union Congress was sented at 710 p. m. Each family
ple of the oneness of mankind.
will contribute 05.00.
held last week a' St. John Bapadvent, the Assembly states,.
tist church and on Owen campus. Family Day will culminate the
fulfills the prophecies of the Old
Owen college was featured on year's work at New Tyler before
Weunesday night and Acting Pres- the membership focuses attenident Willard gave an impressive tion on the Annual Conference on
coming of the promised One in
and inspiring report on the pro Nov. 17.
the end of time, on the Day of
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
gress of the institution.
Judgement. His aim is not to deEnding at a regular day of worThe college choir made its pub
stroy but to fulfill the Revelations
ship
at St.
Stephen Baptist
lie debut and sang beautifully unof the past, to reconcile rather
der the capable direction of Mrs. church will be a musicale at 7:30
than accentuate the divergencies Funeral services were held for D. T. Graham
P. nu The No. 2 choir is renderof' the conflicting creeds which Mrs. Irene Richardson' Riley, wife
ing it. Webster Williams will didisrupt present-day society,
rect the choir.
s of Lee W. Riley, Friday, Nov. 6,
aim is not to destroy but to fulfill at Tabernacle Baptist church. She
Benjamin T. Lewis, the super
had
the approach of that Age of Ages
been ill for several months.
intendent, will conduct the S
Born in Charleston, S. C., Mrs.
day school.
61c6furry of St. Louis: a grand- Riley moved to Memphis over 45
The Baptist Training Union iii
years
ago.
She
was
staunch
a
son, Joe, from Cleveland; and
ORLANDO — Grover McGee, a be directed by Joseph Wilson at
member
of
the
Tabernacle
church
4
nephews, Messrs. Herman Bainative of Chicago, sophomore stu- 6:30 p. m.
ley, Tommy Moore of Benton Har- and a member of the Patroness dent in nursing education at FloRev. 0. C. Crivens is minister.
bor, and James Dailey, of Alton, Board of Sigma Gamma Rho rida A di M university, was elected ST. JAMES AME
sorority.
first vice president of the Student A mock annual conference is
Burial will be in Elmwood ceNurses Association of Florida.
No names have been turned in
slated for the St. James AME
metery with Qualls funeral home
This marked the first time that church Sunday, Nov. 15, at 7 p. m.
for the sick list. The shut-ins in
charge.
a Negro has been elected to such Prof. R. B. Thompson, principal
remain the same, Mmes: Lue FeeSurvivors are Mrs. Mary R.
a position since the establishing of of Carver High school, will be the
therstou, Bessie O'Daniel, Florence Brooks
of Memphis, Mrs. Imogene the
Florida Nurses Association in Bishop of the Conference. There
Booker and Messrs. Tom Moore,
Edwards of Chicago and Mrs.
1909,
Sam Corley, Will Mullins and Garwill be 33 pastors under his juris.
Irene Baker of Detroit, daughters
field LaRue.
uiction.
four sons, Lee W. Riley, jr., of to acquaint
the freshmen women The conference closes at the
The Jamisons and Mrs. LaPeari Tokyo, Japan, James Riley of
with
the
opportunity
afforoed by house of worship with a dynamic
Burns visited Jim Hunt, formerly Lansing, Mich., Ernest Riley
of this group. Initiation of new mem- sermon by the pastor. It will
be
of Dyer but now of the Oak Grove Detroit and Jesse Riley
of Bar- berg will be held soon.
heard during the morning worcommunity, Saturday.
stow, Calif.; brother, Jesse Rich- At the recent
Halloween
ship
party
Sunday.
Mrs. Lessie Stanback is still in arason of Cleveland, Ohio;
and "The Witch," the "Debs" revert- Rev. E. M. Alcorn is the pasMilwaukee at the bedside of her eight grandchildren.
uished by their little girl costumes tor.
sister, Mrs. Bessie Oliver, who is The College Debutante
Society complete with buckles and bows. CLAYBORN TEMPLE
very ill.
Will meet Thursday at 1 p. m. The officers
are: Joyce Fields, Clayborn Temple AIME church
Rev. W. C. Rogers got his new in the student lounge of Roger Wilpresident; Bobbie Jean McGhee, will be host to the 83rd AIME ('inyear's work started in a big way liams hall where they
will dis- vice president; Katherien Moore, ference, Nov. 1722. The effi,
at the Dyer CME church. He is cuss plans for decorating their
secretary; Martha Knox, assistant and energetic pastor, Rev. li
just back from Conference and new club room.
secretary; Bobby Bean Phillips Starks, and membership are t,
will work here another year, at This group of lovely
young la business manager; Charles Etta leaving one stone
unturned in
least. The new presiding elder is dies refer to themselves as
sym- Brown, chaplain; Deborah King, making this the best conference
Rev. DeWitt Alcorn, former pas- bols of finer womanhood; and they
treasurer.
in
the
history
of
the
church.
tor of Milan. Rev. and Mrs. Rog- are just that. Their motto
is: Mrs. D. T. Graham is the facul Bishop E. L. Hickman
is the
ers were Sunday dinner guests of "Character, Grace and
Charm." ty adviser and Mrs. D. T. Patter- presiding elder. Mrs.
Luvenia J.
Mr. and Mrs. James Harris.
A hen party was held recently son is honorary aeb
sister.
Curriaine is the reporter.

Hold SS Institute
At Owen, St. John

rs. Lee Riley,
Church Woman,
Buried Nov.6

Chicagoan First
Negro Elected

REDWORTH
EEM600 YOUR COUPONS
FREE QUALITY STAMPS
Come as a gift through the mail from BIG STAR
THIS week bring us Coupon No. 6 - Good for 100 Free Stamps
Excellent opportunity to speed You toward many lovely Xmas
items. Free with Quality Stamps
recipe. They can decorate
their hearts content.
It's so easy for the small fry
to have a jam session after
their school's football game if
you let Jack Sprat come to
your rescue. Keep a batch of
cup cakes made with Jack
Sprat enriched wheat flour on
hand for such occasions —
serve with hot chocolate. So
good. and will help you replace
that energy, tool

One Egg Cup Cakes
1-4 cup butter
1 egg
3-4 cup sugar
1.4 teaspoon salt
1 1-3 cups Jack Sprat flour
2 teaspoons baking powder

with remaining sugar. Combine
mixture, mix and sift Jack
Sprat flour, baking powder and
salt. Add alternately with milk
to first mixture.
Add vanilla. Place paper scut
fle cups in muffin tins, fill 3
full with batter. Bake in oven

1-2 cup milk

375 degrees about 20 minute
until light brown. Frost or serve

1-2 teaspoon vanilla

plain.

Paper cups to fit muffin pan

THE NEW LIGHT CIVIC CLUB
OF ORANGE MOUND

Let the small fry make their
own cakes using this simple

Cream butter and add half
the sugar gradually. Beat egg

"Building and Maintaining A Respectable Community"

RALPH LOFTON President
2716 Enterprise St.

Memphis, Tennessee

This application is to be filled out by the needy
who desires Christmas baskets from The Ne
Light Civic Club of Orange Mound and mail- •
ed to the chairman of the sick,social,an d welfare committee, Rev. Edgar Mays, 2724 Enterprise Ave., City, before Nov.15,1959. Any
applications received after Nov. 15 will not
be considered.
W

Name
Address
Dependents

Phone No.

We, the members of the New Light Civic Club of Orange
Mound remain dedicated to serve you in your civic, social,
sick and welfare community needs. Mrs. Lucile Hill, Sec'y.

- Arc,— ding to the Scicnce„.---ews,
Letter. medical records do hot bear
out the idea that cancer is often.
caused by being struck a blow that•
leaves a bruise. Large numbers
of men were severely bruised in the
3914 World War, hut no higher percentage of cancer was observed
among them than among the men
who were not bruised and knocked
:f canceris notbli178'sn'itely
but bruises do not appear to be
among the causes now connected
with the disease

Baked wi
you sie

flavoi

THIS FINE GROUP of boys and girls recently presented an
outstanding program when they appeared on the Big Stu
Talent show. These young stars of today may well be big
stars of tomorrow. Your friendly Big Star store is happy to
give this opportunity to Mid.South youngsters. The program
Is presented each Saturday morning on the powerful 10,000

Watt WDIA. The talented group pictured above is —
left to
light: Eddie Erie)son, Marva golden, Percy Ray
Wiggins,
Margie Deloach, Eddie Williany, Payola Green, Carla
Them.
as and Charles Cannon, if you would like to appear
on a future Big Star show contact Radio Station WDIA anytime,
fin
an audition tryout.

Pick Best Hair Styles At Show
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TOP HAIR STYLE at the Cav•
Meade of Coiffure is worn by
Mrs. Maier Jarrett, seated io
photo at left, and was created by Mrs. Marie Clark, stain:

s

ing, of Annegeles beauty salon, 116 Mississippi bind. In
photo at right, second prize
winner Mrs. Pearl Jackson,
standing right, is shown with

her model, Mrs. Norma Jean
Smith, seated right. Winning
honorable mention was Mrs.
Mary Perkins, standing left,
with her model, Mrs. A. E.

Andrews. Show was *held at
the Hippodrome Nut. 2, and
was sponsored by Tennessee
Progressive Beauticians association.

; the pas-
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eft],
ev. 11
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irch.
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Honor Manassas Student

•

•
a

LEMOYNE FETES PREP
ACE—The three student honor
societies at LeMoyne college—
Beta Kappa Chi Scientific soclety„Alpha Kappa Mu National Honor society, and IR
Moyne Honor society — sponsored a tea for Napoleon B.
Williams, jr., a Manassas High
school senior who is the first

Negro in the Tri-State area to
reach the semi-finals in a National Merit Scholarship tet.
Williams, shown accepting a
cup of tea from Eliza Young,
will take the semi-finals in December. Left to right: Mrs.
Velma McLemore, associate
professor of English at LeMoyne; Albert Thompson, a

Manassas senior who missed
semi-finals by one point; Miss
the semi-finals by I point. Silos
Iloung, Mrs. Juanita Rayner Turner, head of the mathematics department at Manassas; Mr. Williams and Benjamin Ward, president of Beta
Kappa Chi and Alpha Kappa
Mu.

MISS OWEN — A happy Miss
Charles Etta Brown, center.
Owens college sophomore and
Mt. Pisgah high school gradu

ate, was elected campus queen
at the recent Halloween party. Her attendants are Mrs
Bobbie Phillips, left, a sopho-

more and Geeter High school
graduate and Miss Betty Johnson, a freshman and graduate of Melrose high school.

Memphis General Depot Employees Win Cash Awards

11

TWELVE EMPLOYEES of the
Memphis General Depot, De;lot Facilities Din WOO, re•
eently received Department of
the Army Beneficial kw".
Oa Award lerUlicates or Sus

tamed Superior Work PerforM•
ance Ratings in their assigned
duties. In photo at left, Major
William I,. Turner, Depot post
Engineer, presents a $5.00 Suggestion Certificate to Bonnie E.

Smith. of 2094 Marken, while
other winners look on. The win ners are (left to right> Major
Turner - William H. Scott, Jr.
of 1427 Dearing rd. — $5; U.
Owen Walker of at Angelus

— Certificate; Bonnie Smith;
Morris H. Kelly of 1306 Arlington — $15; Don II. McQueen of 106 Sycamore Road.
$10: William H. Keel, jr., of
2330 Harvard — $10; Robert

sinquefield of Senatobia.
Miss. — $10; Omer D. Living ston of 1253 Popen Drive —
Si0; Herman I,. Jackson of 1398
Kerr — $10; Earl V. Jones of
1661 Oakwoixi, Herbert Moore

of 1494 Bail Road, and Willie
W. House, jr., of 1:136 Austin.
Each received $100 for Sustain
ed Superior Work Performan,c
In photo at right, John H. Veal
ler of 3220 Winslow Road le
ceived congratulations from, the

Memphis General Depot Coinmanding Officer, Colonel Nil
ham D. Buchanan, upon heing
named first place winner in the
Depot's Fire Prevention Slogan Contest. Waller's leading
slogan "Fire Feeds on Care'

less Deeds." earned Wu
$15 cash award Other w
included James W. Wages
3721 Prescott — 2nd plate
$10, and Mro. Fay S. Dose
of ilin I Monate Road —
place and $5.
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Dear Mme. Chante: You are so to hear from service men. I am a
nice in helping people. I would divorcee, 34 years of age. I will
exchange photos and answer all
like you to help me. I am a freletters coming my way. One Armquent reader of the Defender: I strong, 711 N. River St., Batavia,
think you do a, marvelous job. ill
• ••
am 27, 5 feet, 11 inches, 155 lbs.
Would like to hear from nice in- Dear Mme. Chant.: I am a
telligent ladies from New Orleans '
young man of al seeking a
and European countries. I love all wife between the aitc.
clean sports, poetry, French and
i am very active in religious V/ Dtc. -cats AND -WA-CI AND CDEI A LOAD
jazz. All mail will be answered work. Hoping to. hear from any
tHIS, NOW pAAMBe NNE
not
sinwrite
if
but please do not
young lady who is sincere, faithGAIN4 C-14.30•( -NE REST OF
cere. Johnny Mosley, c-o E. ful aid definitely ready to accept
Of/
"Ne AAONite!
Brewer, 227 E.'54th St., Chicago, 'he responsibility of a good wife
• .
11.1.
and manager of a happy home.
• ••
Wilbert Freeman, 423 Beale St.,
Dear Mme. Chante: I anti wid- Memphis, Tenn.
• ••
ow and would like to coci'espond
with nice men between the ages Dear Mme. Chante: I often rhad
of 40 and 55 who are looking for a your great work. I trust you will
nice Christian wife. I am brownhelp me. I am a refined lady, age
skin, 5 feet, 5 inches tall, 150 lbs.,
well built and easy to get along 46, 5 feet, 1 in. tall, 145 lbs., dark
with. Would like someone who is brown skin, youthful, neat and a
understanding and sincere. I will good dresser. I would like to meet
answer all letters and exchange
a gentleman who lives nearby photos. Mrs. Lillie B. Gray, 1100
Atcheson St., Columbus 3, Ohio, one who is sincere, intelligent and
•*
industrious Miss Lucille Whitten• j
Dear Mme. Chante: I wduld like 274 Clinton' ave., Brooklyn 5, N. Y. AMPI
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Does Constitution Let
Schools Honor God?
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Calif. Finds Toure
Witty, Forceful

formerl
complet
preme I

corny reasons" and Khrushchev
By A. S. "DOC" YOUNG'
raised a considerable furor. But
LOS ANGELES - In a whirl- his protectors would not reler...
wind, three-day visit to Southern There was, of course, no security
California, Sekou Toure, president problem connected with Toure's
"Congress shall make no law aoiy
vestite of recognition want their children to be brought
By LOUIS CISLS
of the new RePublic of Guinea, visit. Fact is, it was a pretty wellDoes the U. S. Constitution for- respecting an establishment of re- cf a.Supreme Being'' from public up tir!!:er relieinns '
kept secret as far as Las Angeles
%W public liSsge.s to acknow..:.-rne ligion, or prohibiting the free ex- school activities.
He concluded that the constitu- proved himself a forceful, forth- daily newpapers were concerned,
ercise thereof."
But the three-judge court h e Id tion's guarantee of "free exercise right, witty gentlemen who is
ithe existence ol! God?
although the Negro press generalThe Supreme Court may soon This restriction, extended to state that it was unconstitutional for the of religion" is "a shield, not a alert to the problems his fledgling ly hailed his arrival and covered
one who is
have to answer that ques.it.a.
legislatures by the 14th Amend- sti.'e to "p.'sinote the inculcation sword" for non-believers. It gives country faces and
his
Ambassador Hotel press conHeaded toward the high tribun- ment, has long been the subject of of religious doctrine" in Children's 'hem the right "prrsonal:y to be working with all the might and
Saturday.
,a1 are appeals frpri tea sharply legal debate. Some authorities see minds by (-posing them to daily free from religion" but not the cunning at his command to solve ference
Negro reporters were joined
contradictory decisions in, lower it as a simple ban on the prac- reading of scripture.
right to "compel oth.r:
them.
there by several local daily rethe same attitude."
courts.
tice, common in Europe at the N. Y. DECISION
Tall, merely 37 years old, potporters and wire-service writers,
One, handed down in September time the U. S. Constitution was In the New York case, Justice
tested of clean-cut, if not handbut Sunday's dailies paid relativemy a special three-judge federal written, of 'establishing" one of- Meyer upheld the use in public
features,
president
some, physical
ly scant attention to the Persi-ourt in Philadelphia, rejected as ficial church and persecuting all schools of a brief prayer recomToure arrived here Saturday to dent's visit and merely headlined,
'neonstitutiosial a 10-year-old Penn- of the -rest. Others believe it re- mended by the state board of rebe greeted at international air- generally, Mr. Toure's assertion,
--Ivania law requiring daily Bible quires the government to take an gents.
port by Los Angeles Mayor Norris that "Union is inscribed in the
..^ading in public school s. absolutely neutral, hands-off atti- Hs noted that provision was
Poulson, then made his headquar- historic evolution of the African
made to excuse any child from
he other, delivered in August tude toward religion.
ters at the Ambassador hotel, lo- people. One Africa, he said, "has
participation in the prayer if his
y Justice Bernard S. Meyer of PHILADELPHIA CASE
cal horn. for many visiting states- become an essention mystique in
New Yerk Supreme Court, up- The Philadelphia court seemed parents requested it.
men. the previous being Premier Africa and people everywhere
Under these conditions, he said, SAN FRANCISCO ield the use of a non-sectarian to subscribe to the latter view.
Walter Nikita Khrushehev,
(are) talking abou " Maw
wayer as part of public school op- It struck down a Pennsylvania it could not be called an infringe- Browne, folkoinger - guitarist has
(are) talking about it."
ACHIEVEMENT
'sing exercises.
Law which called for the reading ment on religious freedom.
been notified that his request for
During his visit, Toure notched He refused to predict, however,
NTERPRET CLAUSE
of "at least 10 verses from the VIEWS CONFLICT
membership in the all-white local
Both lower courts sought to in- Holy Bible." without comment, at The Justice sharply disputed the 6 of American Federation of Mu- one achievement which eluded the just when the complete unionizaerpret a 16-word clause in the the opening of school each day. view taken by the Philadelphia sicians has been accepted thus Russian bear: he visited the world- tion of Africa will be achieved.
BEROU TOURE
irst amendment to the Constitu- Dr. Charles H. Boehm, Penn- court - that any religious act in making him first member of the famed amusement park, Disney- This, he said, was impossible.
land.
While observing President Tour., local daily. reporter - on the between the United States and
ion - a clause which is the basis sylvania superintendent of public public school classrooms is uncon- body.
writer was not impressed spur of the moment - to visit Russia, Toure made -these pointi:
or America's tradition of church- instruction, said Bible reading was stitutional.
In meantime the California at- Khrushchev, was refused that this
tale separation. as well as its an "appropriate introduction to He observed that the over- torney general's office, through As- "privilege" because of what tSate with his grasp of the serious prob- his country, all expenses paid, to 1) "We zrti the victims of your
the school day." He expressed hope whelming majority of the Ameri- sistant Atty. Gen, Franklin H. Department officials termed "se- lems faced by the young Repub- "see for yourself" what is happen- conflict - for you, there's only
tuarantee of religious freedom.
lic of Guinea. I was also impressed tog thltre.
that the court would not "take can people do believe in God, and Williams who heads the civil rights
It says:
the East and the West;
quick This reporter, representing a pa- 2) "For you, it is a question
commission here, has notified lo- Charles H. Kennedy, president of with Mr. Tours's obvious
cal 6 and the all Negro local 689 local 6 and Sammy Thompson, wit, his fluency (he spoke in per generally regarded as re- of fighting over philosophical
to begin making moves for inte- president, local 669 that their locals French through an interpreter); actionary and one never known greatness.
grating. The Assistant Atty. Gen- were in violation of the recently his willingness to brook pointed for its interest In tho problems 3) "As for us, what we're Me colored people, said later he terested in is that all people of
eral, a former NAACP executive passed FEPC Act. Following the questions.
the world should struggle so that
was named to head the committee letters Browne applied for mem- When he was asked one such would accept the invitation,
by Atty. Gen. Stanley Moak.
bership in the all white local and question dealing with the extent of President Tours evaded a direct I will be no longer (a matter of
democracy in Guinea, he invited a answer to a question pertaining to bondage and freedom,
Atty. Williams wrote letters to was accepted.
racial conditions in the 'United 4) "When we in Africa are in
misery and people speak N is.
States,
"I'm not on a study tour," he about philosophies, we laugh at
different
them?
said. "If so, I'd come in a
Secretary Robert T. Stevens, a most nothing. Every bit of adverBy CLAiilE COX
5) "Thom who speak to us if
way."
tising strategy and space has been
NEW YORK -(UPI) - Madi- textile manufacturer.
He explained that on one hand liberty and seek to cooperate with
on ave. is saturating the nation It's aim is simple - to persuade donated.
his trip here was in response to us, those are our friends."
Ai a catchy "commercial" this as many families as it can to go In addition, 27 national religah American invitation and that Durisg his Southern California
to church together every Sunday, ieus groups and their affiliated
loOth - "Find tl-e stren,qh
another purpose was to make a visit, President Tours also dealer'our life ... worship together this The message is going to the na- churches and synagogues are concieclaration at the United Nations ed:
veek."
lion on 7.000 billboards, 8,000 post- ducting campaigns fo- maNimum
In New York on Nov. 5.
"We're looking for eooperation."
More than eight million dollars erg and 84,000 advertising cards on church attendance. Among them,
-file conditions of how Negroes 'Houses and automobiles," Ise
mirth of time and space are being buses, streetcars, subways and on for the first time, are the Coonlive tin America) are not known said, making a comparison beontributed to if 1"ilw!inn or this commuter trains. Several thousand cil of Community Churches, the
to us," Mr. Toure said, finishing tween Guinea's economic struggles
ion-controversial message to Pro- newspaper and magazine adver- Salvation Army and the Volunteers
off that part of the discussing. and America's affluence, "don't
estants, Roman Catholics and tisements were prepared. Tens of of America.
But he did add: "We have been make happiness. Certain peasants
lcc's.
thousands of spot announcements Members of Junior Chambers of
happy to see unanimity of friend- are happier . .
The program is sponsored by were being broadcast on television Commerce and Kiwanis Clubs are
ship." ,
"We seek to cooperate withal
distributing more than two million
lelthion in American Life, more and radio,
Changing the pace from this nations on the basis of reciprocity
vidclY known as RIM,. This is a More than 100 network TV pro- cards, leaflets, stickers, posters
serious subject, President Tours of interest."
ion-sectarian movement empha- grams promised to promote R1AL's thd other materials in ..nearly
was asked why he was called "The In making these . •statements,
sizing the importance of religion -essage (luring the month. Among 10,000 communities,
Lion." He replied: "I didn't know President Toure refuted a direst
were the Ed Sullivan Show, Madison ave. has thrown still othn both personal and community
that I was called 'The Lion.'"
statement relating to reported coer advertising gimmicks into the
Playhouse 90, and Lassie.
ife.
flo got a chuckle out of the im- operation between himself a a d
Campaign. Postage meter postNO COST
YR. PROGRAM
plication.
communists.
program is This vast advertising campaign mark advertisements for RIAL
RIAL's
Accompanied by State_ part- He noted a differing, bohemia
lay prepared by the J. Walter Thomp- and its work have been made availponsored by
and an the African personality and the
representatives
ment
,committee headed by firmer Army son company, is costing RIAL al- able to business and industry.
entourage numbering 11, President American Negro perionality - dtTour* was subjected to
fest tog an iscident in a Chicago hotel
Southern California pace, which where an American met an AMChildren's Mlimorial hospital
Included several honorary func- can and, judging solely by his opWomen's board of the hospital,
ADMIRING SCALED MODEL
Mrs. William H. Mitchell,
related at a dinner launchtions, the aforementioned visit to pearance, asked; "What part of
of proposed 51
/
2 million dollar
ing the hospital's drive, held
board of directors member.
Disneyland, and a pleasant Part? Africa are you from?"
development plan of Children's
Oct. 28, in the Grand RailHughston Mcliain, hospital
Memorial hospital here (left
given for him by the world-famed But. said Tour*, the differensie
room of the Conrad Hilton hoin personality "doesn't mean due
president, and Mrs. Chauncey
pianist , Jose Iturbi.
to right) are: Mrs. Elliott
On being asked to explain his we don't have brothers of ease it
Hntehins, president, Women's
tel. Defender Staff photo
Donnelley, out-going president,
the
political
confliet
the United Mates."
reaction
to
board. The unusual story of
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Ellis Park, at the recent Archdioceses coaference for Boy
Scoot leaders of the Catholic
faith. Ilse affair was held at
.is
Loyo:a nnivesrit• .
sad awards were gives in the

chit a re krrhdiocese. Shown
with Brown are The Rev. Raymond A. Pavia, Archdiocessa
Scouting chaplain (left) and
The Rt, Rev. Msgr. Edward .1
Kelly, CYO director.
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COUVON'S You OPEN A
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or

AW %RDSOUTH R ECEIN
The Si. George award, highest
award which can be given hy
• tie Catholic church to Scout
presciited to VAleeders,
•- Ward Brown (center), of MN
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About Popp's, Ple•••
Anal Pr•blefsee

By FRANK L STANLEY

Phone JA 6.11392

PALMER. IR., I.',+ • General
/ART A J. IOLAY . Circulation Menage,
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Being Frank

M•nages

LOUISVILLE. Ky. — These last it is usually easier to get Demofew days of Kentucky's general crats to take sides in a prcnary
election has gained unexpected than it is to get them to jgrnp
Subscriptiee rela: One year. $41; sis menHis. $3.30. a-yeai spatial Subscription rate $10)
momentum. Perhaps only a de the party in a general election.
parting Governor and Lt. ,Gover
Obviously, Chandler's greatest
The Tri-Stete Defender Own Net TIM* Respriessibility ter uaselicited Manuscripts et Phottm.
nor's disparaging remarks could influence is with state workers
have sparked an otherwise dull and favorites of his administraPublished Ivory Thursday by the T,4-State Defender Publishing C. Entered as !mooed
campaign.
tion. With "Happy" soon to leave
Actually the long and heated pri- Frankfort, these people have to
Class Matter at the Memphis Post Office March 20. 4)32. Undo. Act et March 2. Si'.I
usual
the
mary dimmed all of
think of themselves. their only
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
general election fire. Democratic chance of being retained is with
candidates and workers were just Combs and Wyatt. Many are alplain tired. Since the Republicans ready actively working for a Demhardly had a primary, they were ocratic victory.
fresh. But even so, Robsion didn't I submit that if Robsion wins,
really get in the race until lame it will be mostly on his own and
The Southern Governors who gathered determined to resist the Court decisions to duck Governor Chandler told the not because of any • great help
t h e Chandler can or will give him. It
at Asheville. N.C., recently, for their annual the last legal maneuvering, Negro leaders Governors' Conference that
Kentuc- will be because lie oceanic the
pur• Republicans might win in
conference had very little to say about de- everywhere are equally determined to
ky this time.
of sufficient voters.
to the last Last week, when Waterfielcl re- preference
velopments in the process of desegregation sue their constitutional rights
Rep u b 1 icon
desperate
One
President
ex
introduce
to
fused
rejudicial possibility. Hence, greater the
scheme has heels to advocate Robof the country's public schools.
the Chandler • Clements
Truman,
sistance to integration, greater the militan- feud began all over again. Of sion and Wyatt. T wo reasons
Nevertheless, keen students of the
prompted this. Mr. Wyatt is a natcy of the Negro leadership.
course, the Republicans sat back ural cinch to win so the opposiSouthern attitude since integration became
that a split had
hoping
glee,
in
liberal
among
There has developed
tion hopes to ride in partly with
a national issue, seem to think that there is
really developed. Whether it is seris
that Negroes must not ious enough to produce a Republi- him. Another very good reason
a
conviction
whites
a "swing toward reality" in the Deep South.
that Mr. Robsion really does not
seen.
be
to
remains
legiscan
or
rely too heavily on political action
mate, Pleaz
want his running
There is an unpublicized rejection of
could boomerang
Mobley. He said as much in the
lative process to promote their interest and Happ's blastmore
to
supporters
rally
and
"violence and closed schools as answers to
primary and nothing in this camadvance their cause in the context of de- Combs.
paign indicates they are a team.
he problem." Though the truly Deep South
mocracy. In other words, American black Frankly, I do not think this in- By the same token, if a freak
Combs for
Was managed to keep the school struggle
hurt
will
conflict
ner
men must initiate their own aggressive ac- several reasons.
election, by some hook or crook,
from their educational system, there are six
tion, must do their own fighting if they ex- First, no one is surprised at the teams Robsion and Wyatt, it is
nconceivable that t hey
other states of the onetime Confederacy
latest tirade. It is an old theme highly i
pect help from other quarters.
Behind could join hands in administering
which have bowed quietly to the will of the
Chandler's.
Governor
of
In fact even the courts are helpless if all is control of the Kentucky Kentucky's ship of state. The very
it
Federal Courts.
Negro citizens fail to assert themselves Democratic party. If Combs is de- nature of these men who are two
True that their acquiescence is only in through constituted channels when their feated, Mr. Chandler will still be extremes renders such an impossibility.
the form of a minimum compliance with the rights are challenged. Though we must in charge of the Kentucky delegation, come the Democratic Na- Intelligent voters, irrespective
law, in the aggregate that represents some have recourse to the courts of law in the tional Convention'. If Combs is of party, have the responsibility
four thousand Negroes who are attending hope of redressing wrong done against us, Governor, then "Happy" will have of choosing m en and measures.
a very slim chance of being of- By every yardstick. the Demomixed classes.
we must remember that unless the decisions fered
cratic team, headed by Combs
as a favorite son.
Such border states as Delaware, Ken- of the courts are obeyed, the taw is helpless. Some people believe that Gover• and Wyatt, possesses the deterdesire, and the ability
tucky, Missouri, Oklahoma, West Virginia,
In the final analysis it is informed pub- nor Chandler can throw enough mination, theKentucky
and all of its
support to the Repub- to advance
Democratic
and the District of Columbia, which were lic opinion that stirs up required moral licans for them to win. The re- people. It would be a serious misformerly segregated by law, have aboct pressure for obedience to the laws in a cent primary indicates he is all take not to elect the best in this
Kentucky.
completed the change called for by the SL- democracy such as ours. The point is we too limited in this respect, since day of great need in

The South Swings To ward Reality
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prem. Court rulings.
Though progress is being made, but at
o slow a pace as to be irritating and disuraging. Almost everywhere in the South
tegration even in token form came as a
result of litigation brought on by Negro
parents. Many of the states were virtually
engaged in a "sit down strike" against the
"all deliberate speed" provision of the Supreme Court order.
Today there is no longer talk of patience
or wait and see strategy among Negroes.
Realizing that Southern segregationists are
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Skilled Unions Are Kidding Us
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Gone To The Dogs

What Other Papers Say

South African Invited To Ghana
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"Added to all the other waffle- needs to he taken care of in high ed to get fat. They should
their flgurir
tions she has in her life," said style, washed weekly, and clipped ed so as to keep
Simple, "my Cousin Minnie has by experts. I doubt if Minnie has long, slim and trim."
will soon be big
now got a dog."
the time or money to give that "This poodle
Simple,
"What kind of dog?" I asked. dog the kind of care it needs to as Minnie, I expect," said
not give
"A French poodle," said S i m- show off its pedigree properly." "also as dark, if she do
it a bath soon."
ple.
"You may doubt it, but I know
"Poor thing!" I said. "What did
"How on earth did Minnie get
it," said Simple. "Minnie has alMinnie name the dog?"
French poodle?"
ready sung that dog its theme
union status, and this is a general ..From some old white lady for song, 'I Can't Give You Anything "Jane," said Simple.
(Pittsburgh Courier)
asked.
union practice.
whom Minnie aid some clay's
dog "Why?" I
The uproar over the Meany- Of 10,650 male electricians in work. Old lady's poodle had p00. But Love.' She is fond of that
"Because when Minnie first got
has
s'
know,,
God
but
AFL-CIO
Randolph dispute at the
female, Minnie was
civillife, only 20 are Negroes. dies, arid one of the puppy poo- no business with a animal. There it, it being a ,-''"----convention over racial exclusion, Of 420 female electricians, none
dies became so attached to Min- are too many dogs in Harlem as always saying, 'That jane sure is
discrimination and segregation in ts a Negro
w
m
she yjsueslt named
that the old lady askeo Min- it is. She should have left that
labor unions has subsided.
eoduldhenrotJane.l
Of 9,360 male electrician appren- nie if she had anywhere to .keep dog out on long Island where it Now, me,
f,
headed
long
George ?deafly, who
tices in 1956, and 90 were colored. a dog, if so she could have it.
to have no dog have a person'.
with it
run
romp
and
could
Union
Plumbers'
app
the anti-Negro
have called it LitOf the 180 females in
"Minnie said, 'I got a six-room
A French poodle has no name. I would
(which has not discernably alter- ticeship training. all were white. apartment' which were the big- kind.
or Fluff or Snowball or
more business in a furnished room tle Bits
ed its policies), and A. Philip Ranserashriep:
ieeismob
od uenlieoentem
ehile
lie ever told, because Minnie in Harlem than a polar bear hag French's or Snoodles or something
..
dolph seem about to bury the hat•
has hardly got a six-foot room. in hell. Minnie cannot even at like that. How many dogs do you
An African bloc in the _United Nations by surprise, for it had no previous knowl- chet, "with no enmity and bitter- some Negro
assignis in Harlem?"
sometimes, granted work
Anyhow, the lady give her the ford t b
food let alone reckon there
't d
says Randolph.
union in or- dog, and Minnie brought it home,
"Certainly thousands," I said;
was shocked when it learned that Prime edge of this action.
ment cards from
clipped.
and
trimmed
it
keep
to der to get a job, while others are all dipped and shaved with neck
"all over the place."
It appears that Dr. Nkrumah was stall- But Negroes must continue
Why, that dog was even perfumMinister Kwame Nkrumah had invited the
have enmity and bitterness when given short-term special work ruffs and leg ruffs and things like
"And in the United states?"
"
it
got
she
when
ed
ikluth African's Minister of External Af- ing for time to prepare public opinion in they contrast the pretenses of the permits, presumably at a price. French poodles has when they is
"Twenty-five million according
I
feed
It?"
Minnie
does
"What
the prac- Negro electrical contractors in styled tight. But now that its hair
to the World Almanac!"
"Um to make an official visit to Accra, Africa in general and in Ghana in particu- craft union leaders with
asked.
Netices of those unions regarding
"And in the world?"
many communities who operate is growing out again, that poodle
lar. How this news will be received at home gro
capital of Ghana.
workers whose progress is non-union shops are only permitted looks like any other old eddy "Scraps," said Simple, "on "There must be a billion, I
The
matter
of
speculation.
a
intriguing
is
to
seems
it
hereby blocked.
whict I must say
to solicit and do work where elec- white rag-ball of a dog to me."
guess."
This is the first time that a top-ranking
fighting speech trical unio9 members are not em• "A French poodle is an aristo- thrive. Facts is, it is getting fat." "I thought the world was going
representative of the Union of South Africa, trade unions in Ghana are just now person- According to aMcPherson,
Negro
non-union
execplayed, while
cratic kind of dog," I said, "and "French poodles are not suppos• to the dogs," said Simple.
by J. Westbrook
regarded by Black Africa is its No. 1 enemy, ally conducting an embargo ao9inst imports utive director of the Boston Urban electricians can operate only in
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must appeal to the conscience of the people,
mobilize public sentiment while making our
plea before the courts. Right does not always prevail by itself; it must be assisted
by positive action. If today we have attained any degree of success in this matter of
school integration, it is to be attributed to
the fact that Negro children and their parents were fearless in their determination to
exercise their constitutional rights. They
have gained much solid ground in an area
where victory could have been purely academic.
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Mrs Helen Carrethers
Sloan's charges against Highland- he
recently'Crowns" of Grand Junction, Tenn, last weekena from Los Angeles. Mr. Will White, a former citizen by his daughters, Mrs. Bernice
visited her sister. Mrs Rose
er Folk school, according to Myles eCescaiild Bran stetter, attorney f o r
Lan- and various other singing groups. . Calif. where they visited their of Clnarenden passed away in Pine Wilson and Mrs. Marie Burnett . STARK VILLE
Horton, director of the school.
drum of Nashville who is ill.
By MRS FANNIE MOORE
Highlander, says that the state
The occasion was thorough enjoy- :children and other relatives and Bluff. Funeral held at Philadelmarked
both of Henleyfield. This
In the trial to he held at Alta- segregation law was declared
Charles Porter, Thomas Smith able.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Lee Gipson
friends.
unphia MBC church.
Mr. McCoy's 61st; birthday.
and Mrs. Lillian Gardner all of little James Lawrence, 5, son
and chi/dren of Chicago. III., and mont, Tenn., which began Nov. 3,1 constitutional and is null and void.
The Men's Chorus of the First Anyone wanting the Defender
Visiting in the !lame of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. James Hollings- Sloan will seek to have the
Indianapolis spent the weekend •of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Brooks Baptist church sponsored a musi- see Rev. D. S. Robinson.
28-I The new charge came as a surMrs. Frank McLaurn last week worth of Memphis, Tenn., were year-old school closed permanent-1
here with their parents and grand- died recently in Jackson-Madison cal program and a personality
prise because Sloan had consist,
•••
were their son. Mr. Sylvester Mc weekend guests of Mrs. Carrie ly because it has "continually op- 1
parents, Mrs. Katie Dansby, Mrs county General hospital after a Icontest for the Matrons Club re- BATESVILLE
ently declared that integration was
Laurn of Kountze. Texas.
crated
as
an
integrated school," , not the issue and had nothing to
Gipson last week. Mr. Gipson is
Irma Summers, Mr. and Mrs. Ed 'short illness. The funeral was held cently in the main auaitorium of By REV. MATTIE WATKINS
Those confined to the local hos- the grandson and Mrs. HollingsThe Attorney General charges' do with his repeated
Goodrich and Mrs Nadine Collier last Friday at 2 p.m., at Bledsoe the church. Mrs. Priscilla Howefforts ]d
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. Clair pital last week were: Sammy , worth is the niece of Mrs. Gipson. that the interracial school violates'
close the school.
Mrs. Louise Turner of Waverly Funeral home, with the Rev ard of Lane college was guest attended
services ]at Friendship Payton. Patricia Boler, Jim Mey- : Rev. Washington of Louisville, a 58-year -old Tennessee Segrega-'
Neighbors, according to Horton,
is still in Crosby Clinic.
Jones officiating Burial was i n speaker. The three men in the:church last Sunday morning.
ers, Leonard Bullock, John Brown, Miss., was the guest speaker in Don law, and contends that the
Porch-Reed school presented a Cain creek cemetery. Survivors, personality contest were: Messrs. An anniversary program w a
J. L. Breland and Betty Jean the revival held at Second Bap- state supreme court decision of believe that the reversal of the
Attorney General's stand repreheld last Sunday evening at Beth- Dowell,
tist church last week. Rev. J. H. 1956, which overruleci the segre- sents a last desperate effort due
lehem Baptist church for Rev. Visiting in the home of Mr. and Robinson 'is the pastor.
gation law, applied only to pub- to the fact that
he has had diffiand Sirs, F. S. Thomas, Rev. Mrs. George Benjamin last week
Men's Day was observed at Eb- lic, not private schools.
culty in finding credible witnessThomas is pastor of Bethlehem were their daughter and son-in- enezer Si. B. church last Sunday, A PRIVATE SCHOOL
es from the community to testify
law, Mr. and Mrs. henry Spain Rev: Creed Buck was the guest "The U. S. Supreme
church.
Court has against Highlanner.
Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scribner of Ethel, La. Mrs. Spain is the for- speaker. Rev. Buck is the princiattended services at New A r k mer Miss Veltrue Mae Benjamin pal of Henderson's Elementary
of this city.
last Sunday.
school.
Funeral services for little Rosie
Rev. Jessie Ford attended services at Walnut Ridge recently. He Marie Hawkins, 10 month o 1 d
is pastor of the Baptist church daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Isiah
there.
(B. B.) Ilawkins was held last
Mr. Ray visited in Little Rock week in the chapel of the Baylous
recently with his wife and daugh- Funeral Home. Little Rose Marie died in New Orleans where
ter.
Prayer meeting every Wednes- the llawkins had moved.
day night at Bethel AME church. Miss Anna Marie Mannings,
DURIi.t.i, N. C. — Trained it that only candidates
who prove
Sgt. Grady Taylor of Des Moines daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Percy
young Negro college graduates that they favor full
suffrage rights
is guest in the home of Mr. and Mannings, a '59 graduate of Carmust shoulder the responsibility for every qualified
Ameircan are
ver high school and now a student
Mrs. A. M. Miller,
of offsetting the efforts of those elected to any office
for which we
Mrs. Lula D. Montgomery un- nurse at MVC at Ilia Rena, Miss.,
who "follow a banner of race can vote."
DURHAM, N. C. — President hate'' in the U.
derwent an o.p er a t ion at Dr. have been selected "Miss PractiS..
Dr.
Claude
A.
NIVC.
cal Nurse" of 1959-60 at
Gray's hospital.
Sekou Toure of Guinea during his Barnett of Chicago,
said in a reMrs. W T. Daniels is recuperat- Miss Mannings is known to all visit at North Carolina college re- cent Founder's
Day speech at
Baby.
T.
friends
as
her
ing at her home.
cently said his country's "great North Carolina college.
•••
, Mrs. Annie W Ferguson spor6 desire is to consolidate the foundaDr. Barnett spoke at the mlo.
WARREN
y m
lions for cooperation" between
leg
12th memorial program
By
.VrTIE M. BURNETT
and featured such leading artists Guinea and the United States of honoring its
founder.
the late Dr.
Appreciation service was held as the Four Gospel Singers and America.
lames F Sh
I. B
for Rev. J. M. Watkins at Bethel the Four Kinks and one of the "The differences of climate, of founder and director of
the
AME church, North Warren last most distinguished musical a n d color, and position in life," Toure elated Negro Press. He
is also a
week, honoring him and his fam- literary personalities in this sec- said. "have nothing to do with world traveler and
commentattoily for two weeks of service. I lion of the country. They have ap- our common responsibility of co- on race relations.
had the pleasure of viewing this peared before• civic and cultural operating together to make a
The occasion also marked for-, Parents are invited
grand occasion and 1 can assure groups all over the state and out- more firm foundation upon which
to visit Bethmal announcement of plans to' une school
you that it was an exquisite cele• side the state. This program was to hoild."
classes any time durNorth Carolina college bestowed launch a $50.060 scholarship pro-' ing American Education Week.
bration of charm, grace and per- sponsored by Mr. D, I. Stepps and
m during a celebratin of the Open House will he
sonality from the moment it he. Mr. Charlie Patton and commit- an honorary Doctor of Laws de- gm
held in congolden anniversary.
gait. l'articipating churches in. tees that worked diligently to give gree upon the 37 year old Guinea
junction with a Parent Teacher
Barnett said that Negro youth Association Meeting. Teachers will
eluded Mt. Zion Baptist, Mt. Car- I he artists a large and apprecia- president.
Afterwards Mayor E J. Evans must develop pride in race and at be in their rooms to receive parmel Baptist, Union Hill, St. James tive audience. Rev. R. L. Lillie,
AME, John AME, AME Zion and host pastor.
of Durham gave Toure a golden the same "fight with all our might ents at 6:30 p.m., Tuesday, Nov.
Mrs. Virginia Cole has returned key to the city at a ceremony for every right which belongs to 10. Parents are especially invited
.4. Paul AME. The anniversary
sermon was delivered by 'Elder L. home after enjoying a very_won• held at the North Carolina Mu- us as citizens of the U. S. One troonvwisitacrgounaminsteadt
time
wha ttothbee
irC. Cooks of the Church of God in derful vacation in Los Angeles. lust life Insurance comnany. Mr, of the credos of Dr. Shepard. and
with
Mr. Jonah Jones is ill ar'his and Mrs. Toure visited Durham One of the duties of every student children are being taught.
Christ. West Warren and assisted
by his choir and congregation. The rime but is improving. We wish after spending a night in Chapel who passes through the portal of The PTA meeting will be held
Hill where he was a guest of NorthCarolina college is to de- in the Multi-Purpose Room at 7:30
honorees received lots of useful um a speedy recovery.
SER01"
TOCRE
Ritmo*
at Durham. N(' bestowed an
Mrs. Clara Edwards has return- honor at a dinner given by North vote whatever time and energy he p.m. Here the elementary physiter with sefmrity man at ex- and beautiful gifts.
ho
is
wn
left.
honerats doi tor of laws de•Gutnea,
treme
right. In .‘" hark:
aotim
onmpitrte
A musicil -.ograin was pre 11 home after spending t w 0 Carolina Governor Luther Holaes. can to contending the greatest c:al eehdeu:c
ogerahm
eadweidll bbye
enrctitt.
gree upon the 37 Nea, "Ad Guiground 'irs. Teti'
lotrittial Five of ,eeks in St. Louis with her son
In
be sented by
It is s -ht to i:os tke first offi• privilege in a democracy, the fry- sussed and demonstrated by a
Canillita college cony.nea 1^arle,, NW(' Pr- ' tt AIuse
of
Ibe
seen ol,I U. S. State Depart- Warrsa at
•er
•nd
ballot.
kind
i.law, Mr. and Mrs. -ial rii,o,r of an in''rmial
ss AV - e`••••re!i.
honoring him last week,
fonso Elder is shown at emsment aide.
"It is our duty to try to see to,Jesse Bell.
West Warren last Sunday night Alex Edwards,
given by a southern governor.
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Young
Memphis
By
TOMMYE KAY HAYES

NEWS

Tuesday afternoon a dance was honoring them was the mails
given in Hamilton's gym by the Ci- agenda of the evening when the
vil Defense club. This dance was Model Teens met at the home
This is the season of the year one of the many things they are Miss Brenda Jeffries last Sunda
when school teachers get their doing to help them on their plans The additional members are Missgreatest joy from glances over the for a trip to Disneyland. Mrs. es Maxine Davis, Dorothy Fant,
(leak. It is the time when our hard K. R. Burchett is the sstonsor. Ru- Clara Smith, area Essie Boyd. Othworking children receive their dolph Williams and his combo pro- ers attending were Mrs. George
year's reward. It comes in var- vided the sounds. Among those Stevens, advisor, Misses Lola
Many and varied have been the Boyd, Harvie Wherr , Sallie Boyd,
ious srapes and designs, but it seen living it up were Robert Dav- Davis, Carleane Pearson, Brenda
social activities of 'Our Town', . • Mrs. Booze and Susie Hollowell
comes in November. We see man- is, Dorothy Fant, "Pete" Free- Jeffries and yours truly.
all. poieting up the stellar calendar . .who all send greetings to othifestations of this reward in new man, Lois Davis, Wash Allen, Car- The Bon-Dads met at the YMCA
of this invogorating Fall season; er social clubs, and their hope
sloppy joe sweaters, skirts, trous- leane Pearson, Samuel Love, Glo- Christmas party and also a dance
and of special interest was the ap- that they become better acquainters, shoes, and the latest trend, ria Shilkens, Oois Dockery a n d which will be held at Curries in
pearance of lovely Mrs. Martin ed.
Gloria Nightingale.
the future. Mrs. C. S. Sawyer is
NEW MEMBERS of the Co.
represent one of Memphis'
Burford. Standing left to right (at least that's what they look
Luther King who was presented in BROWN HEALTH CLUB
Father Bertrand was again de- their sponsor,
outstanding teen organizeMisses Jacquelin Br o dna a. like.)
recital by the Women of First The inviting home of Mrs. Irene Ettes take time out from an
The pride and joy of a new ad- feated as the Manassas Tigers President Leon Brownlee presidlions. New members are, seatYvonne Jordan. Joan II a rBaptist church, Lauderdale re- Sanders was the setting for a induction meeting to pose for
dition to their warurobe, and the crushed them 24-7 Thursday even• ea over the Jack and Jill meeting
ed left to right, Misses Eleangraves, Paulette Brinkley and
cently as one phase of their Sister- meeting of the Annie L. Brown Tri-State Defender photographer. The Co • Ettes, with
or Faye Williams, Annie Bathe
Geraldine Gray. (Staff photo end of 'another year of farm la- ing at Melrose stadium. Therefore which was also held Sunday. It was
hood Month.
Health club recently, with Mrs.
bor, comes as a cherished luxury first place is shared by Hamilton decided to have a Thanksgiving afMiss Irma Laws as sponsor,
Phillips, Georgia Phillisp, Ann
by Billy Duncan)
Mrs. King, an outstanding lyric Sanaers and Mrs. Nellie Osborne
to the many boys and girls who and Manassas. It was truly foot- fair on the 21st of this month.
soprano, received thunderous ova- serving as hostesses. Sixteen memtill the soil for their daily bread. ball weather as the temperature Talk of a New Year's Eve dance
tions from the capacity crowd bers were present for the lively
was most enjoyable with the follow- Well, all I can say is times dipped to a low 34 aegrees.
was also heard.
which turned out to hear her. At meeting which included election
Mg sorors seated to a delicious have really cranged. It was
no Introduction of new members Another good time should be had
the reception which followed the of new officers — followed by a.
dinner; Essie M. Perry, Cora De- joke when your scribe was a girl, and plans for a private party uuring
the holiday when the C •
concert, Chairman, Mrs. Mildred beautiful turkey dinner, and left
berry, Bertha Collins, Etta B. and helped to work and gather
Ettes throw their first annu
27
Hodges was assisted by her sis- the meeting eagerly anticipating
Williamson, Grace Hunt, Dorothy bales of cotton for only a pair
Charity Ball given for the bene
ter, Mrs. Myrtle Crawford, Mrs. the next session, to be held with
McKinney, Winnie L. Nelson, Chris- of shoes. That's the way they did
of the United Negro College
Leis Jeffries, Mrs. H. C. Nabrit— Mrs. Helen Longstreet at 1304 So.
Fund.
tens Mitchell, Crenna M. Barks- it then. But, aren't you lucky!!!
[ The place isn't known yet but it
wife of First Baptist's revered Parkway East.
dale, Alfrecia Martin, Dorothy TENNESS
will be on the 30th of December.
EE CONGRsSS
Pestor, and Mrs. Ary Bailey—the THE SKC'S
Douglas, Jannie Pruitt, Ernestyne
This Christmas season should deby
The Lauderdale County teachlitter the general chairman of the Tony's Inn was the setting for
Jeffries, Lillian Harrison and your ers
So=11011111M1 Anna C. Cooke
finitely prove to be a "partying"
will be off to the West TenSaterhood month.
the gay party given by Mrs. Marscribe.
time.
nessee Congress Friday, in Jack•
--Just this past Sunday, Mrs. S. ion Pride for the members of
CHARM CLINIC HELD
son, Tenn. Maybe, I should say,
Prexy Eleanor Addison says
A. Owen, wife of the pastor of SKC Bridge club last Saturday
"Help them to help others" and
Metropolitan Baptist church, cli- night. A long convivial cocktail Merry High school students were a well packed stadium. Half-time The boys and girls at Merry all teachers from West Tennessee.
make plans to attend the Jaycermaxed the month of activity at hour preceaed a delicious supper, full of enthusiasm and high spirits ceremonies included performanc- High school became more charm- But the point is, that's another
ales' Charity Tea Nov. 15 at the
Mit Baptist. Included in the so- followed by bridge. .and the par- as they celebrated one of the es by the Merry High school band ing and I'm sure will display bet- day your children will be home
homecomi
ter
personalit
hisgreatest
ngs
in its
under the direction of J. D. Mcies; morals and man- with you to finish gathering up
YMCA. The hours are 4-7 p. m.
ail life of that church, was the ty ended with the awarding of bouNASHVILLE, Tenn. — Dr, Steph- The
program will consist of talent
farewell reception given for Mrs. tique prizes of a French billfold, tory. The senior class under the Kellen and the fast stepping ma- ners after hearing the very fine the loose ends around the farm. en J. Wright,
president; James and
consultant
leadership
s
Clarence
Dixon
that
did
of
were
jorettes
The
under
direction
presented
PTA
the
fashion from members of the
of Mrs.
will hold sessions at this R. smo ers,
to
• Helen Matthews, the director of glittering jewelry and beloved Carth
director of admis- various
them
auring
everythin
power
make
to
the
Bernice
its
in
fifth
Lucas.
g
m
eeting
annual
The
Queen,
also.
charm
social clubs. Others holdMiss
Meer Sunday School and BTU Con- negie Blue perfume go
sion and registrar, Fisk university, ing
Alma
office are: vice presiaent,
gress. The affair was given by the Booth, Juanita Arnold and Louise it so. The activities started off Edmonds, was crowned by the clinic sponsored by the Interde FROM THE HOSPITALS
and W. Dickerson Donnelly, alum- Joyce
Ministers' Wives Some of our
Baulx;
city-wide Sunday School ana BTU Davis. We hear that this well- with the Coronation social in the three co-captains, Ernest Brooks, nominational
secretary, Faith
hospitalized have ni secretary, will attend the EastCouncil on Nov. 3. Preeeeding the been
Congress.
aismissed: Alford Bowers, J. ern Regional Conference of Fisk Jackson; assistant secretary, Shirknown group is tentatively plane Merry high gymnasium Thursday Leon Miliken and Henry Anderclinic
ley
for
students
Body;
Hortime
night
"Miss
which
at
was
clinic
a
son
while
treasurer,
the
maids
attentivel
C.
Victoria Alexy
Jones
ning a swank cocktail party forl
and Roger Watkins, all alumni in Philadelphia, Pa., Nov.
MEN OF LEISURE
ander; business manager, Magnolnet" and her court were honored. looked on. Narrating the half-time for parents, Monday Night in the from Kennedy Veteran's
[ At the recent dance given at the Christmas holidays.
hospital.
and
14
15
with
members
of
the
school
ia Clark. This tea is being sponlibrary. The theme used for Sam lialfacre
The lovely miss is Miss Jummie ceremonies was Miss Joanne
Curries by those well-known men- METROPOLITAN SCOUTS
is improving at Philadelphia Fisk club serving as
the clinic was "Charm — The Key his Barbee
sored so that these co-eds
about-town, the Men of Leisure, A sip and Chat tea will be giv- Sue Edmonds, a senior, the daugh- Merry, runner-up in the Miss Hor.
residence,
may
host for the two-day conference. be able
to
the
Door
of
Abundant
Living." VISITORS
to brighten some unfortunthe masculine touch was well in en by the Girls Scouts of Metro- ter of Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Ed- net contest.
Speakers
at
the
conferenc
ate
will
e
home
this Christmas.
Arthur Lewis Watkins and famievidence in the simulated den- politan Baptist church on Friday, munds of this city. Serving in her
At this writing, activity has Mrs. Lillie Bell Cole introduced
include a welcome address from
The Top Tunes: 1. "I Could Lo
petting which claimed the atten- Nov, 13, at the church's reception court were maids: Misses Geral- begun to take place on the cam- the theme and the consultants in- ly were here last week, from Chi
Richardso
Mayor
Dilworth
n
You,"
of
Midnighte
rs; 2. "Doreatha
tion of guests on entering the hall. The tea will support estab- dine Cox, a junior; Blenda Kin- [ pus of Lane college as they pre- eluded Rev. W. G. Terry, Rev. cago.
Philadlphia: a panel composed of Goldentones; 3. "I Believe,"
club foyer. In the ballroom, ta- lished camping . . . and special drick, a sophomore; and Castle!pare to met Fisk university this J. M. Cunningham, Mrs. Grisby, Sonny Wilson is here on leave
Fisk alumni Honorable William L. Charles: 4. "Hey Baby," Ray
bles were resplendent with tables guests will be girls who attended Curry. 3 freshman. Friday night, week. A record crowd is expect- Mrs. E. Cawthon, Rev. C. F. Doom, to points over seas.
Duke
Dawson, United States Congress- Savage; 5. "A Fool in
Love," Belldecorated with Fall flowers—lend camp last summer. There will be the bonfire and pep rally has held ed to be on hand with many of Rev. W. M. Monroe, Rev. J. D. QUOTATION OF THE WEEK
Ing much interest in the organize- a display of articles made at the on the back campus and Satur- the alumni returning to see the Atwater, Mrs. J. S. Vance, Mrs. "Praise has cause more pea- man; Honorable Wade 11. McCree, Tones.
jr., judge, Third Judicial Circuit Best-Dressed Co-Eds:
__ flon's celebration of their 12-year camp. . .and the group, which day afternoon at 2 p. m. a very I Dragons on the gridiron. Let's J. S. Merry, Mrs. Beard, Dr. W. Ple to fail than criticism."
1, Essie
of Detroit, Mich.; Dr. John Hope Boyd (Hamilton); 2. Orelia
.- existence.
boasts a splendid singing group, beautiful parade graced the streets hope their homecoming will be as E. McKissack, Mr. George ThackPickFranklin, chairman, History De- ette (Fr. Bertranu); 3.
Joan HampAt
er, and Mrs. Maggie Massey.
intermission,
president will render several camp songs. of Jackson. And then for the cli- victorious as Merry's.
were Dr. and Mrs. S. Harris and partment, Brooklyn college, New ton
(Washingt
on); 4. Addie Holmes
!laud Strong presented a check Mrs. Katherine Ishmael and Mrs. max! Merry Green Hornets up- GREEKDOM
Special guests to sit in on the Dr. and Mrs. J.
B. Singleton. A York; the Rev. William Harvey, (Manassas); 5.
Clara Smith (Melto the local chapter of NAACP, an Fay Gardener will he in charge. set the "Red Devils" from Sum- When the Gamma Alpha
assembly session were Mayor Quin- few friends dropped
III,
in
Omega
Saturday
pastor
Macedonia
of
rose).
Baptist
' another check to the Zuber-Bynum All troop leaders, parents of girls ner High school Cairo, Ill., with a chapter of Alpha Kappa
Alpha So- ton Edmonds and Commissioner night at the home of the Bells to church, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Dr. Ira
Best
-Dressed
, council for Handicapped Children and interested citizens are invited l score of 25 to O.
Fellows:
rority, Inc., had their Oceober Paley who expressed themselves help 'sake their stay a most plea- B. Bryant, president
of the Fisk 1. Kenneth Cox (Melrose)
. .all pointing up the outstand- to attend. Refreshments will be It was a thriller of a game for meeting the !some% were
: 2.
graced as enjoying the session very much.. sant one.
university General Alumni Asso- Melvin Owen
tog interest of this group of men served by Mrs. Mildred Riley, rep(Washington): 3. Olii with the presence of Mrs. Julia Presiding over all general sesAlso in the city last week at the ciation, Houston, Tex., and Dr. W.
vet' Ingram (Hamilton); 4. Kento the civic affairs of our corn resentative of Pet Milk company. charming hostess
to the Sutz' Us B. Purnell of Baton Rouge, Ls., sions was Mrs. W. G. Terry, vice. home of the Bells was Mrs. Eth- M. Winston, chairman of the IOW neth Hayes
rnunity. Genial hosts besides the MANASSAS HOMECO
(Fr. Bertrand); S.
Bridge club, at her distinctive regional director of the Southeast- president of the Council. Mrs. G.I el Vinson of Memphis, Tenn. She 1980 Alumni Fund campaign, HarMING
Clifton O'Neal (Manassas),
president were Matthew Nichols
Manassas high school celebrat-!South Parkway ranch-styled home ern Region, Mrs. Purnell who is V. Aciams, president could not be spent a week attending a
vey,
Ill.
short
Remember, any club or
Jr.: J. C. Hardaway, Lemuel Lock ed its Annual Homecoming
course here.
school
..Trekking down to the director of the speech clinic present.
with'recently.
Representatives from 13 Eastern activities
ard, Walter Polk, Leo Winfrey; an outstanding chapel
will be appreciated and
program Houston. Texas, to look in on a at Southern university, was the Youth Day was observed at Mt. The week coming up will bring Seaboard states and the District
Paul Jones, Hillary Readerick, E. which featured A,
may
be sent to my house or tes
C. Williams, new granclbaby in the household guest of Mrs. Edna White, a soror, Zion Baptist church on Sunday, many to Jackson when the fifty- of Columbia are expected to atDraper Harold, Pedro Suers z, well-known radio
the paper. You can also
reach
personality as of her daughter and husband, who resides on S. Cumberlaed at. Nov. 1. The program was enjoy- seventh annual West Tennessee tend the conference with headLouis Jones and Sidney Freeman. guest- speaker. The
me by phone, sometimes.
(Smil
Homecoming Florence and Clarence Coleman Her visit In Jackson was an in- able and well carried out with Educational Congress convenes in quarters at the Sheraton hotel.
, More about the Men of Leisure Queen, Miss Bobbie
Hayes was . . .and, another interesting trip spirational one for all of her sorors Miss Marie Pugh serving as mis- Jackson on the campus of Lane "Utilizing Our
Resources" is
concerns the plans for their presented by the
I
captain of thel was that of Willie Lindsey, Walter as plans were initiated for the tress of ceremonies. The address college. Many noted personalities the theme of the Conference,
Wife
'Thanksgiving and Christmas par- Football team, Steve
Sanders, and Martin, W. P. Porter, "Jake" and coming regional meeting to be held was given by Rev. Mr. Eddie Burt, in the field of education will serve
ties which always honor their with her royal court
a
as
student
minister of Lane college.
consultants when teachers oiswas a picture Bernice Barber and Anderson in Jackson. Tenn. April 16, 17
sponsored by the V. F. W., Lake
wives and sweethearts — and fund of regal beauty and
Other visiting youth on the pro- cuss "A Thorough Look at
Bridges, who all went down to 18 (Easter Weekend)
charm.
The Cisco, Post No. 4805. On Nov. 15,
raising activity to benefit the The homecoming
includea
was climaxed Baton Rouge and Scotlandville, She was presented with a lovely gram
Misses Annie Science Program and Its Relation
Jaycees' Christmas fund.
at 3:30 p. m. in the Merry High
at a stellar football meet with Fa- La., to see the Southern - Tennes- corsage
of pink carnations adorn- Springfield, Linda K. Shipp and to the Total Currird/dm." For the school auditoriu
COTERIE CLUB
m, the Teacher of
ther Bertrand, resulting in a vic- see U. football game.
Rev.
Billy
Grays,
first
also
time
a
student
in
ed
a
with green ribbon. Hostesses
number of years, a the Year will be
" Charming and talented Mrs. A. tory for the beloved
named, determinminister at Lane who introduced social affair will be
-'Tigers," thus Mrs. Minnie M. Delaney Jones for the meeting which was held
held in .con- ed by popular vote. Receiving
in the
C. (Joan) Williams tossed the tieing for citeevide
this
speaker. The theme of the pro- nection with the Congress.
championship of Detroit, Mich., was the house the Berean Church Fellowship
Merry honor last year was Miss Lurline
first party for the Coterie Club with Hamilton high.
Among alum- guest of Mr. and Mrs. Emmett room were Sorors Clara B. Hunt gram was "An Aim for the Ship." High school is the place on Friday
Savage,
recently. . .and made lavish use ni and friends attending
teacher
at
Merry
High
HERE
AND THERE
were Mrs. Mebane of 1948 Olympic. Mrs. and Mable Golden.
night. Keynote speaker for the ocof Fall flowers, and individual Matilaa Hayes, the
school and R. I,. Cunningham, now
The weekend was an exciting casion will be
Queen's moth- Jones is the sister of Mr. Me- The lovely home of Miss Johnnie
Dr. Stephen Wright principal of West High school
gifts for all. . .and with the out- er Mrs. Mary Hanes,
in
While vieegee hi"
one
for
Dr.
and
Mrs. W. R. Bell of Fisk university.
pled ees
the queen's bane. The charming visitor w a s Reid was the setting for the
Jackstanding cuisine for which the sister, and another
Mattison Ceunty. Who will these ' mediately, can often restore
as they entertained out of town
friend, Mrs. grandly feted by friends and rela- son Alumnae chapter of Delta
It..
Climaxing American Education be? They will
Sig- guests.
members are famed. Members Jackson. Alumni
be expecting you on soler to a fabric that has been d.
Visitors
included Curtis tives while here.
from
Nashville
Week will be the annual program that date,
ma Theta sorority on last Saturare busily preparing their contri- Mitchell, Albert
faded by ammonia.
Macklin, Edward Following
in the football game d a y when Sorors Beid Vera
butions for their Christmas Char- Thornton, Eugene
Black, Robert tradition of his
ity fund. On hand to enjoy the Ray Cox, Miss
family, young Brooks and Clara Bond were hose
Margarine T e II, Christ Booth, son
of Mr. and Mrs. esses. The business side of the
shannegans were Mesdames Es- Curtis Montgomery,
Joe Montgom- Philip S. Booth
of 1179 Cannon. meeting conducted by the presieelle Eggleston, Ruby Spight, Ada ery, Pinkie liunt,
Willie Miles. Ro- has again been
voted the most dent, Soror A/freda Martin, conAteman, Dearith Davis, Ruth zelle Blanchard
FULLER FLAVOR ..
, 0. D. Tolbert, valuable
• Weed, Flora Cochrane Leona Ja- Miss Bobbie
backer on the Mildred cluded the discussion of the calenDillara, Miss Clara Prep
school football team. This dar for the fisral year. The Christmison, Elsie Williams and Eugen- McKinney,
Miss Dorothy Jackson, adas
BECAUSE IT'S NOT PRE-COOKED!
to the string of laurels Chris mas card sale takes the place
ia Brown.
Chester White, Charles Moore
of
• ALTRUSA SOCIAL CLUB
Mrs. Mary Francis C. Coleman, has copped att he exclusive Con- the Charity Bail which is usually
necticut school.
The lovely home of Mrs. Doro- Mrs. Eliabeth
held in December for the purpose
Houston, Vernor
When Milford -played against of the annual shildren's
thy Booze was the scene of the Johnson, Mrs.
ChristBennie
Jennings,
Cranwell
Prep on Oct. 31, Chri• mas party and charity baskets.
" meeting of a recently
organized John Ford, Ronald Vaughn, and
turned in magnificent performance The sorority is asking
club, knozwn as the Altrusa Social faculty alumnae
your
supMesdames Mabel . . .which brought
back memorie• port. The next important event on
club. Mrs. Booze centainly had the Mead, Annie Belle
Saunders, Wil- to the mind of his uncle,
meaning of "Altrusa" in her en- la McWilliams
Chris- the calendar is Founder's Day in
Walker, Marian topher M. Booth,
who attended th January and come February, the
tertainment plans, for each mem„ Pride, Vernita
Doggett, Miss game from his home
ber was cared for aceoraing
in
Philadel
• Miss Bronze West Tennessee Pa•••
to Frances Tharpe. Other alumni phia,
with his son (and Chris' cou• geant. Watch for
her own particular desires! Who and guests were
these dates.
Miss Helen Dun- sin) Christopher
Roulhac.
could ask for anything more/ can, Mrs. Thelma
The
social
aide of the meeting
Ezelle Miss
Whist was the choice of the card Ann Fouche,
To make 3 heaping cups of white, fluffy.
Miss Eliza White,
players — with prizes going
Miss
perfectly-cooked Riceland Rice .. •
Carolyn Purdy, Miss Henri
to
Mrs. Dorothy Pamphlet, Mrs. Vah- Saunders, Miss
Casseliise Coleman,
neia Moore and Mrs. Value Boyd. Miss Erma Jean
Winn, Miss Vete
The club was organized early in nita Coleman, Miss
Geraldine Harthe Fall. with Mrs. Moore elect- roway and Miss
Eva Lois Sargent.
ed president. The other members CHIT CHAT
1 cup uncooked Riceland
are Mesdames Bessie Young, Mrs. Mrs. Helen Hayes
was the
Rice

Fe k
Fisk Prexy To
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Quick and Easy
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ABC

A

2 cups cold water

Fashion Flair
By

HELEN

1 teaspoon salt
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SHORTENED TOPCOAT —
The shortened topcoat shows
s few inches '
• 0.- alert. The
topcoat is double breasted
and has R rareaen Wee'. The
continental suit is earn with

kmon yellow shoes, gloves and
scarf. The ensemble Is hrown
seed-rev. e;peeens he •Ielen
Ducan.—Staff photos by Aar.
din.

Put above ingredients
into a 2-quart saucepan.
Bring to a vigorous boil.
Turn heat low. Cover
saucepan and simmer
over low heat until all
water is abosrbed

I4liiiii111111111111111111111111111f

SPARKLING STOCKINGS
hands. Four button gloves are decGold will be shining forth in orated around the top
with swirl.
stockings for holidays. Gold is the mg
points of embroiderde trapun•
latest gleam in sheers made of Duto.
Pont's new sparkling nylon yarn,
the sparkle an integral part of the SHORTER TOPCOATS
Shortened topcoats show a few
yarn itself, and therefore. extreme
ly subtle and becoming to the leg.. skirt inches of the skirt of the
They will also COMP in silver and suit worn underneath. The suits
are single—or double-breasted, unblack.
fitted and other sits have pepSTRETCH TIGHTS
Women and girls are buying lums lengthned to wrist length.
stretch tights in a gratifying man ; Belted tunics, a few inches shortner. They are being worn for er than the skirt, are featured in
sports, casual wear and lounging. jersey and in silk i•ree•
Some women plan to wear them to Day dresses are fitted at waist
work during cold weather months. with inserted self belts.
STRETCH SATIN GLOVES
Black wool or silk crepe dresses
Featherweight
stretch
satin, usually have black satin ribbon
newly developed by Anieriran As- belts at waistline
Ira Corporation, has an improv- Some winter
print dresses appear
ed mat finish simulating the sheen in wool with
white background of
of silk* comes in black and white allover tone-on-tone
effects.
and soft shades, dusty pink. heige, colors include net.
srass black
egret. evster, yellow pale s,reen for day.
dinner and cocktail wear,
gray blue, gold and silver. In bright green, beaver
and coral for
stretch gloves one size fit all evening.

For extra Huffy, extra
tender rice, set aside, with
lid on, for 10 minutes
before serving.

It's NATURALLY Better...
No "Cooked-out" Taste!
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One famous :chef said, "Th- •
preparation of foods so that the
most Ts made of natural flavors
and textures-that's good cooking.
By
The enraacement of natural flair.
GRACE WILLIAMS
and •extures. generali in sauce
form - that's fine cooking."
gee can learn to cook end one GOOD SAUCE
tan be taught to roast, but a' To be a good sauce maker we
good sae-maker is a genius born, must anderstatuu the importance
of what we might call the "ritual
not made - Brillat-Savarin
• Just as milady takes a last look . of the roux". Generally, it is
In the mjsror and pats a curl in, blending of flour, or other thickplace, or dabs on a bit of per ening agents with butter (and this
fume seconds before leaving for is one time when substitutes are
the great event, there is always inadvisable) broth or milk over
a last touch given the dishes just Ithv heat in a very slow tempo,
before bringing them to the table. stirring constantly. Long, slow,
It may be a bit of flavor added even cooking or simmering is nee•
to the sauce or perhaps it is a essars to sauce success.
A good auce must possess the
eone tossing of the salad, or a
inch of salt. These little last min- following characteristics: 1. A
ute touches are Inspired strokes, glassy, colorful appearance, 2. a
of genius that turn ine,Micrities boiditiet as in wine subtle, well
into masterpieces. They are like bended, 3. a smooth, velvety texthe secrets of wellgroomed wo- ture with fluidity of body, and
4. complete absence of any sight
rm.
Spices, sauces, dressings. and or taste of fat. Thus. the perfect
ether stimulants are used in culi- sauce must he appetizing and innary combinations of lurid not viting in its looks; it must seem
rnerely to impart their own flavor' vaguely in motion even after it
has been poured over the food for
but to excite our taste organs to
which it has been prepared. Neva keener perception of the flavor,
er, by any chance, must it seem
et hot soups, fish meats, poultry,i
cold, or set, or solid, greasy,
games and salads in which they
lumpy or pasty!
are present. The art fo making meWith the holiday season almost
morable culinary combinations lies
upon us and festive cooking in
In producing a happy blending in
view we offer you a chart for
husinesa manager; Bernice
last aeckend. Photo at left
VIP BRIDGE CLUB dance atwhich the elementary flavors are
cream sauce.
Cole, treasurer; Valtina Robshoes club officers, left to
tracted scores of Memphians
lost and indistinguishable in a new
inson, secretary; V iviaa
right, Mmes. Lillian Massey,
who made merry at Curries
CREAM SAUCE
ic••••••••••••••••••••••• . Follow this for the various
kinds of sauce: For thin sauce,
one tablenorin of butter, one la•
blespoon of flour. one cup milk and
ne-half teaspon salt: for med•
ium sauce ouse two tablespoons hot••••••••••••••••••
ter, three tablespoons flour, one
The faculty and members of St milk and one-half teaspoon salt;
antheir
for thick use three tablespoons hotJohns school sponsored
The Tennessee Progressive licatilPerkins received honorable niennual Fall drive Sunday, Nov. 8, at ter, three
on
Association staged their lion for styling Mrs. Liles Anlicians
C.
Prof.
church.
Baptist
St. John
cup milk, one-half teaspoon salt:'
.1. Johnson, principal, states that and for very thick sauce, use four Third Annual Fashion and Coifidrews' hair.
the program had promised to be tablespoons butter, four table-1 fun Show Nov. 8, at the Hippo- Judges for the hair styling were:
educational and inspiring
spoons flour, one cup milk and drome.
SteO
Mrs. Altura Lee, Mrs. 011ie
Special guest were faculty mem. one mill' teaspoon salt.
po entering the spacious ball- yens, Miss Erma Laws, Mrs. lielUpon
hers from Lane college, also Mrs. This is how cream sauces are, room one. could readily
en Doris, Mrs. Dorothy Irby and
Effie Simmons and her group used:
, artistry of Miss Thelma sreiereetihwe
Tenn.
Bels.from
Thin. Make soups by combining who was responsible for the dee- James Vair. Timekeeper was Mrs.
Mrs. Rachel. Cole of Bells, the one cup sauce with '1 to 3-4 cup orations. T h e long ramp on ,Hattie Starten. Mrs. Rose Goodaunt of Mrs. Lena Patrick, for-, mashed vegetables. U se fort which the models promenadeu wailman was in charge of the hair
utterly of Chicago. is at her home'creaming starchy vegetables --;
beautifully decorated with picture styling contest.
and unable to get arouno.
one cup sauce and two to two and of different hair styles. The entii(
The inimitable Nat D. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Prolix Epperson!one half cups vegetables.
back wall was covered with lulu,
commentator for toe hair style
had as guest their niece and her! Medium: For creamed and scat: pictures of girls with gorgeou. was
review while the personable Mrs.
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest loped vegetables, meat, eggs etc.I hair styles.
Ethyl Venson was narrator for the
Barron of Gary. Ind. They also For cheese sauce.
Proceeds from the stiow will be fashions. Mrs. Myrtle was (m, isited Mr. and Mrs. Barron here Thick: For souffles.
Modo
used to support a pet charity of ordinator for the entire shw.
! Bells and Mrs. Pearl Kenney. Very Thick: For croquettes.
the Beauticians Association. In the eta in the fashion show were Miss
'UESTS
For other recipes that will help past they have made contributions Helen Duncan, Mrs. Ann Mitchell,
Mrs. Dottie Snipes and heri you to plan your holiday meals
to the Jesse Mahan Center, Good- Miss Ida Mae Jones, Miss Mary
were also send
daughter, Valgora,
for our recipe booklet. Dairy will Homes, Family Service. Y. jut Holman, Miss Vivian Barnes, Miss
Epperson home.
guests in the
Cook Book. Send a card or letter C. A., the Polio Drive, ano a schol- Robbie Herron, Miss Phyllis Hurst,
They hail from Chicago, Ill.
to the Memphis Dairy Council. "A arship fund to cosmetology school. Miss Hertcene Ninetieth Miss BobJohn Henry Johnson visited his
Guide to Good Eating" is a serv- FIRST PRIZE
bie Toney, Miss Phyllis Smith,
Mrs. Dola Branch over
sister,
ice provided to readers of the TriWinning first prize in the coif- Miss Elsie Lewis. Misses Bernice OSIRIS CLUB members reign,
the week end. Mr. Johnson isj
State Defender through th coop- fure show was Mrs. Marie Clark Smith and Clyde Esther Joyner did ed supreme in the Flamingo
from Ridgley, Tenn.
eration of the Memphis Dairy who styled Mrs. Major Jarrett's a dance routine.
room last weekend as t hey
Fairview CME church will be
Council. Mrs. Williams is a teach- hair, Mrs. Maggie Lane won secMrs. Margaret Pembroke is the staged their beautitul dance
observing Men's Day on the third
er of Home Economics at Manas- ond prize styling the hair of Mrs. President of the Tennessee ProSunday in this month. Profit EpWillie Mae Love, and Mrs. Stacy gressive Beauticians Association.
person is sponsoring this program. sas High school,
The guest will be their ex-pastor,
Rev. F. L. Green of Jackson. Tenn.
Mrs. Kate Franklin who has been
shut in for quite a while attenued
Avery chapel's usher program
along with other members of Fairview church.
ear Liggon was guest in the
me of Mr. and Mrs. (let's Lig-,
gon, and Mr. and Mrs. Willie Lig:Ion for a few days. He was also,1
a supper guest with the Cleveland Johnson family. Mr. Lig.gon
in a native of Bells but now resides in South Bend, Ind.
Mn. Verna Stewart, member of
h as
Church
Baptist
John
been on the sick list for several weeks. Mrs. Stewart suffered a light stroke but was able to
attend church last Sunday.
Members of the Bells Baptist
church are sponsoring their annual pre-Thanksgiving uinner titled "Feast In The Wilderness" on
Tuesday night in the church fellowship center. This affair promises to be a very decorative affair as well as enjoying a tasty
meal. Rev. T. L. Maybins is pastor.
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Brown, vice president: a n d
Swearengen, PresiHattie
dent. Among guests who en•
joyed the affair, photo at

right, were, seated left t o
right, Thomas Williams, Sidney Freeman, Miss Geraldine
Graaberry,
Mitchell, Elton

and j
t:ianberry,
Pearline
Rose Marie Mc
standing.
Kinzie. (Staff photos by Geo.
Hardin)

Tennessee Beauticians
Show Hailed As 'Hit'

Bell Tenn. ,

tablespoons,

r

INGROWN NAIL
HURTINO YOU?

Inatularte
Relief I
fo. dregs of OUTGROS. Wing hisoe..f
robe? from tormeoting gain of leorroten
OffIGR() looses.. the skin uodarnostb tbo
WO. silo.. the nail to ha rat .tdt hoe oreollatli funks, pain and Amapa fort ()MGR()
I. soollablo .5 .0 drag

Modernaires'
during
club
dance last weekend at Foote
Homes auditorium. With -The
Scatman" are club officers.'

left to right, Mrs. Dorothy Wilson, sinkiivg fund treasurer;
Mrs. Ethel Brown, treasurer;

MELROSE REVIEW

Time moves swiftly along its Charles Oliver, does competition
courses and the endeavors and seem to be scarce? They tell me
achievements of man urge it along. "If It wasn't For Love" Willie
Once again your reporter is Dandridge couldn't get along with
eager to relate events of import- his choice but Donald Mitchell
ance on the campus of the Golden seems to know just the trick to
Wildcats.
hypnotize Barbara Mull. Things
Spotlight time claims Tommie seem to he getting worse between
Martin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Barbara McKissack and Lee Ray
Martin of 843 Pendleton. This but -Sometimes 'romorrow" "Evworthy young man, well liked by erything will be alright."
The little girl it the skin tight
all hie friends, was electeo prexy
of the junior class. His extra cur- dress who is being gazed at by
ricular activities center around the k:doie Stephens happens to he StetBelieve" FranceiKnights, Hi-Y and he is on the la Franklin.
"A" team of the basketball squad. ta Estes had better keep a closer
In religious life, Mr. Martin, eye •in Bobby Polk because he's
is an active member of the New too slick to slip. Alberta Carpenter
Era Baptist church. Hat's off to doesn't seem to agree with the exMr. Martin and may the juniors cuse William Woods makes when
haie a prosperous year under his things go wrong.
Say Cal Roger, 1 know 'Gold
capabl leadership.
Will Never Do," but don't you think
SCI1001, PAPER
The first edition,of the Melrose that lump of gold at Hamilton is
Buzzer proved to be a big suc- about enough right now? I'm sure
cess and in the results of the hard most of you read about Emmit
staff and members. These young alcCutcheon and his band in the
people are under the leadership of Buzzer. Drum Majorette Ethel RifMrs. L. McKinney, advisor, Miss fin; Tail Back Jo Ann Mitchell:
•
Ilortense Spillers, editor.
It was the first time in the pa•
per's history it was a complete
sell out.
SCUCHE-BI-PHY
and Mrs. Ruby Williams. pre3The Sci-Che-Bi•Phy took it's on
HAIR DRESSING
ident. Staff photo by Bi II y the stage for an assembly which
Duncan.
is known as a well known science
club around the campus T h e
theme of the program was "A
SPACE FLIGHT INTO T E
PAST". The scripture of the program was read by Abraham Camp$1 oNLY
bell, Prayer by Garland Briggs,
15C
and Occasion by Raymond Neal.
35t a^1 nlit
The speaker of the program was an outstanding junior as well as
the president of the Sci-Che-BiPhy.
Silting in the left hand corner'
of the gym mourning over those
heart-breaking songs each day,
Tommie Martin and Regenia Fu• Contains ewe, impeded Dam 0111
gerson has become noticeable, Co.
and ',nutria Oft of itorsanstat
doubtedly time wasn't "Too Late"
• Perfect as a &loin, toot
for William Hudson because Mary
• gimlet the "Love Look" In root
hair,
W. Wallace has taken a claim.'
Edoie Willis needs no watch dog.'

%Ice • president; Betty I.
Stansbury, business manager;
and 'Ads Dodson, president.
Staff photo by Billy Dunces,
On The Lino Annie Laura Dora*
and Katherine Harris.
THAT'S THE LICK
Well, reader, this Is the lick
and until next week when your
reporter returns, remember "Gold
and Silver Will Decay but Education Will Never Fade Away. By
the way, boys. don't be like the old
man whose philosophy was to Pray
to God, Serve His Country and
Fight for Beautiful Women.
SOCIAL NEWS
The Jacquel Social club presents
a platter party Nov. 14 at the
YMCA from 7:30 til. Cane Cole
spinning the platters. Admission,
35 cents.
me s

impsear
Heal And CI
itchysiu"n Rash!
Zeno-liquid or ointment- a doctor'. antiseptic. promptly relieves
itching, stops scratching and so
helps heal and clear surface skin
rashes. Buy Extraz
Strength Zemo for
stubborn e•sea

emo

BE SURE!

Ilvatt

Stops Itch—Relieves Pain

America's Finest
for PRESSING!

metal sod... that hoe b•en
scratched or chipped v411 rust whoa
•spos•d to humidity. Prevent this
by sptoying the damaged pal*
witli shaec.

IS"IRON-HUNGRY BLOOD'

Go By iiusommilig.
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
I NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
3

secretai V:
assistant
Bell
Erma Moore, financial aerie
reMinor,
R.
Alice
tary;
cording secretary; Vera Muth
treasurer; Rosie Bell Porter,

Royal Crown

BANDLEADER R. G. FORD,
second from left front row,
shares spotlight with officers
of the Modernaires social

Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery
For th• first tain• science hits found
•new beating substance with the •11tnnishing ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve pain — without
surgery. In cams after case, while
gently relieving pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took place. Most
amazing of all— results were so thorough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like "Piles have ceased to
be a problem!" The secret i• • new
healing substance (Bio-Dyne$1—dissever, of a world-famous
institute. This substance is now avail•ble in suppository or ointment forte
tailed Preparation II). At au drag
winters — money back guarantee.

• "e"!..'..‘.•
Ii' help the Fall social ses•
son reach its peak. Officers of
the club are, left to right,
Mmes. Doris Patterson, chairman, sitk committee: Mary

TRANSIT CO.

MEMPHIS
Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO. Ei

tif1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111131

MAKING YOU

WOMAN?
ONLY "HALF" A Your
Husband and Family

BIG finRITY TEA with
talent and r•shion sbow to follow is the aim of these civicminded reeds, called the Jayrerettes Charity Orbanization.
The aflair to help the Jaycerettes' Christmas fund will be
from 4-7 p.m., Sunday, Nov.
15 at the Abe Scharff YMCA.

Some of the members shown
are (from left) Betty Eaing.
Ritta Kilgore, Nettye Bradley.
Victoria Alexander. treasurer; Eleanor Addison, President. In rear are Christine
Boyd and Shirlean Body, Assistant seeretary. Officers not
shown are Joyce Vaulx,

president: Faith Jackson, secretary; and Magnolia Clark,
business manager. The 20which
organization
member
donates all mores raised to
high
all
charity is open to
school girls in Memphis. (Staff
Photo by George Hardin)

USE
"LYSOLMillions of uomen wouldn't!
dream of.using home-style'
dotichesliThey knowithat,
"Lysol". is so much surer!

u "Lysol" kills germs on
Becase
contact — the Avery germs that,
cause odor!
Because "Lysol;keeps yoUt

sure of yourself — sure'you're
Are You So Run-Down You Can't Div•
Real Companionship? Th•ts Discover Tho Wonderful
sweet and nice inside!
Sleed•Streneth•ning Action of This Special Iron Tonic for Women,
Try "Lysol" brand disinfectant,
How tragic when a woman feels Thus quickly help build rich, red
so tired, so weak and run-down blood .. to restore strength and
It's mild. Won't hurt you!
she can't be a real companion! energy so you feel Brie again fast!
Pinkham's unique formula can
Luckily, It's often due to IronHungry Blood" ("simple Iron de- also bring blessed relief from
Free booklet es.
•
flciency anemia). Then it's need- functionally-caused monthly
less for those women to suffer cramp. and "Hot Flashes" of
douching. Write to
rhange-of-lifel No wonder so
such awful weariness
"Lysol." Bloomfield.
Now, a wonderful iron fonts many women use Pink ham's
New lereey. Dept.
can help relieve this condition... Tablets all through their lives!
has
Blood"
D250.
"Iron-Hungry
If
It's
vitality!
thus renew your
Lydia E Pinicham's Tablets, only left you weak and run-downIron tonic made eapecially for only "half" a woman-get Pinkwomen I Rich in trout, Pinkham's ham's Tablets from druggists.
Of
Tablets start to strengthen Then 34.0 if you don't soon feat
"Iron-Hungry Blood"in one day/ "all" woman again!
101..0 alfalrftetisa
FOR FEMALE AILMENTS! Doctors' Gists prove famous LTdia
1.•41•64
P1,11011=1 Vegetable Compound Mould, atm brings Quick relied
obangis-of-Llte

Inata clianotatorta of monthly pans and

Gas C S%5

1
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If You Are A Td-

WC Wal

YOU CAN WIN $200 CASH
In The BIG, NEW

I

CASH CONTEST FOR NEWSBO S
Beginning November 14, 1959

$400 Will Be Given Away!
Two Ways To Win

•
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BONUS PRIZE I- $100

FIRST PRIZE $100

A

$300 IN PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED
- Saturday, Nov. 14,...3 P.M.

Here Are The Prizes:
To be awarded to boys with the highest average
increase in sales at end of the contest:

TRI-STATE DEFENDER OFFICE
236 South Wellington

To Winners of the Newsboys Contest
Which Ended October 31

See You
Saturday!

$100.00

2nd Prize

$ 50.00

3rd Prize

$ 40.00

4th Prize

$ 20.00

5th Prize

$ 20.00

6th Prize

All Newsboys and Parents
Are Invited to Attend

New boys who want to sign
up for NEW CONTEST are
also invited to be present
Saturday ...

1st Prize

...... •

$ 20.00

7th Prize

$ 20.00

8th Prize

$ 10.00

9th Prize

$ 10.00

10th Prize

$ 10.00

BONUS PRIZE . . . $100
To be awarded to the newsboy who sells the
largest number of papers during the contest

Here Are The Rules:
This contest will be based on average increase for the
16 week period.
2. Starting base will be the number of papers sold October 31.
Base for new boys will be 25.

"Mer

41=1.1

3. Newsboys must make a complete report by Thursday of
each week.
4. Non-payment of bill will disqualify a newsboy.
5 Each newsboy must sell papers EVERY week.
6 Customers list must be given to the supervisor.
7. Contest begins November 14, 1959 and ends February 27,
1960.

New Paperboys Can Win Too!
If you want to start making money selling The Tri-State
Defender and enter this big contest, call JAckson 6-8397
and give your name, address and the number of papers
you want.

SI •

TO ENTER CONTEST — FILL IN COUPON, HAVE YOUR PARENT SIGN IT AND BRING IT TO THE OFFICE,
236 S. Wellington, Or Give It To Your Supervisor.

I Please Enter My Name In The Big New $400 Newsboys Contest.
Boy's Name

Address

Signed

Phone
1

•

Mother or Father

I gm
- -------------------------------------------------------- W
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their separate ways
Friday, Nov. 13
8:15 to 9:00, CAPTAIN KANGAROO, Todays show is dedicated to
John Phillips Souse, the late
march king. A biography is given and the gang marches to "Stars
and Stripes Forever".
9:00 to 9:30, MORNING PLAY.
HOUSE, "Sentence of Death" with
Bonita Granville.
200 to 230. MILLIONAIRE,
"The Story of Johanna Jedson"

WREC
Highlights

SEW THE PERFECT FASHION ENSEMBLE!
seen in the office, at a club
meeting, on a nip and in many
other settings. Neither is
bound by considerations of
age Of size.

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

13

Sat., Nov. 14, 1959
—
Gall Davis stars.
Thursday. Nev. la
730 to 8:00, WANTED, DEAD
6:30 to 7:00 p. m. BORDER
OR ALIVE, A rebellious youth
PATROL. Richard Webb stars as
tries to prevent bounty hooter
Deputy Chtef Don Jagger who
Josh Randall from returning his
The lighter color ja,..ket
pursues illegal aliens in a Colo.
uncle to town for a trial. Steve
dress (McCall's Pattern No.
redo Ghost town and finds mining
McQueen Is starred.
5144) is made here in a lightAs you know, sports plays an herd, Wrensey Gill, Lawrence Tay
activitie,s are being renewed by the
8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY.
weight beige wool, with match4:00 to 530, "Sun Valley Sere- ,
Important part in school activities lor, Savord Beard, Walter Evans
aliens . . . tungsten is being re
gambling ship faces the
ing satin trim. The dress has
and Hamilton is no exception. This and Ralph McCoy. The advisors
coverer] front the abandoned mine /lade" with Sonja lienie, John l'ue--YIs
oi counterfeiters smutfling
threat
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coonforeign
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money thru the port where his
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right along with the rest. I per- Willie Lindsey.
try. 'Ross Elliot plays Jim Burship i5
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Here is a personal note to our "Platter Party" at the Abe Scharff
7:00 to 7:30, BETTY HUTTON
beautiful girl, played by Barbara
quarter sleeves, made in one
traduating athletes who were part YMCA, Nov. 14, from 7:30 until.
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by State Department
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top of the hit liss; last week, a
pair of squirrels darted onto the PALM DESERT, Calif. — (UPI)
record scene. But Capitol, feeling — The $15,000 Tijuana, Mexico BIARRITZ. France — (UPI) —
that reindeer are more appropriate golf tournament has been discon Thieves struck at the Riviera Vil• 2 Baths (Pastel, Commit)
for Christmas time, latched on tinued and will be replaced by an' la of Spain's Marquis oe LaSota
. A. Carroll & Co. Paints and Wallpaper
• 3 Bedroom
to three of S. Claus's busy crew other California tournament, it was for the second time in 3 months.
405 MONROE — Some Phone — JA 3-1626
• Spruce Paneling
Prancer, and a new announced by PGA tournament getting away with $4,000 in jewDancer,
—
Welter Streull
• Sine• 1871 •
Herbert Street'
youngster, Nervous.
• Central Heat
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"Call The Money
Number"
AT THESE TWO
LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU

ARVIA.
LOANS

SIGNATURES _AUTO-FURNITURE

Cole Out With
New Xmas Song

It

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Modern Apartments
Individual Homes
Or Duplexes — Call

J.D. MARKS REALTY

62 N. MAIN

JA. 5-1796

BIG PAINT SALE

Wallpaper Up to 50% Discount
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Thieves Strike Again

NOW IN NEW LOCATION
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The one gin that tastes great
mixed...I "cha1sed"..1 or straight...1i
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NOVEMBER 14
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Future For You.

NOTE!
For Tremendous Savings On Down Payment And Closing,
Talk With a Salesman.
PLEASE

614 HOMES • 2 CHURCHES • 2 SCHOOLS
SHOPPING CENTER --- LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
21 Different Excitingly Styled Homes

STORY

SALESMAN ON DUTY EVERY DAY UNTIL DARK
DIRECTIONS: Drive South on Highway 61 to Hrn Lake Read, drive Soot,

JAMES STEIVARTIERA MILES

FROM
SHP Ms DISTILLED LONDOR DAY GIN 80 PROOF 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. W.s
CHM. LTD., CINCINNATI, OHO. DISTRIBUTED BY NATION". ntqttlfRS PRODUCTS CI.

And Insurance)

LAKEVIEW GARDENS
The Subdivision With

FBI

the DIA ,in distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!
als

(Notes Include Taxes

THE

G1LBEY'S GIN

.•111.111

PLUS: Very Large Eat-In Kitchen • Select Hardwood Floors
Dishwasher And Garbage Disposal
AND ONLY!!
Price
, $41,250.00
Down Payment
$ 550.00
Closing Cost
$ 350.00
S
95.00 per month
Notes

4-Big Days-4

Reel likes straight or a mixed drink?
Gilbey'a lathe on* gin that's great, eithe •
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smonth and mellow,
the taste is great straight. That's why
It's the great favorite, all around the world

FICE,
a

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.

on Horn Lake Road to one block South of Corer School.

WOLFE HOMES INC.

WARNER EIROSITEcHNIcoLOW

Ise

EX 7-9343
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Sat., Nov. 14, 1959
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Bertrand Thunderbolts 24-6 in theo any :•iedietions for this season 1st(
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Luther!
to Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. White of Union.
Sera at John Gaston hospital
last week's game. As seen byl had faith in the fellows that they
Watkins of 819 N. Claybrook.
A daughter, Robins Lynn, to Mr. A daughter, Jannet Marie, to Mr.;
Oct. 31, 1959
745 St. Paul.
many. it was said to be a very'
would go all the way to the r ity
A son, Ulus, III, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Euward Major, jr., to and Mrs. Robert W. Towsend of and Mrs. Lemon T. Frye of 13111
splenuid football game. Clinton
are
Adelaide,
Ulus Bailey, jr., of 1552 Silver. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Anderson 1402
Taylor, Eugene Davis and Warren , championship. Even though we
Cummings.
A daughter, Pamela Diane. to A son, Charles, jr, to Mr. and
Jones lead the Tigers to the vic- 1 tied with Hamilton, the coaches
A son, Brian Dewayne, to Mr. of 3032 Chelsea.
HOMECOMING
of Miss Hayes gave a luncheon tory.
and Mrs. Charles Ingram of 1329 A son, Antoine Jordan, to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Scales of 1595 Mrs. Charles Palmer of 2090 Ben'
and fellows along with the students,
We, the students of Manassas, for her in her honor. Mrs. Ra. Coach J. Johnson
hadn't made the Northside team.
Azalia.
ford.
and Mrs. Willie C. Butts of 103 Hugenot.
along with the visitors and friends mulle Eudins is the instructor
A son, Frederick Travis, to Mr. • A uaughter to Mr. and Mrs. Este
A daughter, Maple Barnet, to W. Utah.
celebrated our Annual Homecom- SPOTLIGHT
V
Mr. and Mrs. Frozen Banks of A daughter, Veronica Renee, to and Mrs. Lubra Chambers of 1537 Wilson of 778 LUCAS.
ing Day Thursday, Nov. 5. A big
This week's spotlight turns to a • S.s.s.;:t V•
397 Halley.
A son, Roy William, to Mr. and assembly program was given durMr. and Mrs. Willie Porter of 611 Orr.
Bobbie
senior,
Miss
17-year-old
Ezra
Denise,
to
daughter,
Mr.
A
Mrs. Harold Carter of 457 E. Olive. ing that day, with A. C. Williams,
A son, Bobby, to Mr. and Mrs. St. Paul.
Hayes, newly elected Football
and Mrs. Henry E. Baskin of A son, Charles Edward, jr., to
A. T. Tate of 871 LeMoyne Mall. A son, Melvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
the principle speaker, along with Queen for the year of 59-60. Miss
rd.
Fields
836
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Taylor Rufus Thomas, both from the raA daughter, Theldor, to Mr. and Jerry Brown of 66 W. Waldorf.
Hayes resides at home with her
of 1848 Nedra.
Mrs. Theodore Wilkins of 1939 Cai- A son, Terrell Jerome to Mr. Nov. 4
dio station WDIA. Mr. Williams, last Thursday the homeroom class
A son, Steven Arthur, to Mr. and once a teacher here at Manassas, parents. Mr. and Mrs. Roy s‘
and Mrs. Alfred J. Brown of 09 Twin son and daughter, Marc
talia.
Dewayne and Marcia Delphine to Mrs. James V. Branch of 1583 gave a very inspiring message. AfA son, Tony Maurice, to Mr. and Dorian.
Hayes of 946 Lewis. She is a mem
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Eawards Pope.
ter he had finisheo his speech he her of the Belleview B a p ti
We. L. C. Covington of 1225 La- Nov. 2
227.,;
Hunter.
of
Huason,
to
Terry
Allen
son,
A
A
son,
Jimmie
D. to Mr. and was given a very warm applause, church, where she is serving a,
tham.
A son, Samuel Eugene. to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hudson of A daughter, Evalena, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Conley of 832 Castel. which lasted for everal minutes. the president of the young people ,
Mrs. Calando Freeman of 1200 A son to Mr. and Mrs. James The • band, choir, land other perand Mrs. Sam Sidney of 585 St. 411 S. Lauderdale.
choir.
Reed of 1688 Rayner.
A son. Ronnie Leon, to Mr. and; Brookfield.
sons on program performed beauPaul.
Miss Hayes is majoring in holio•
to Mr. A son, to Mr. ano Mrs. King tifully.
A daughter, Debra Renee, to Mrs. Garfield Allen of 1325 Ar- A son, Gregory Lynn,
economics and is minoring in
and Mrs. Columbus Williams of Hollis of 387 Linden.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Westbrook kansas.
Also during that day each home- Spanish. She plans to become a By BENNIE RUTH McCORKLE worlds; a direct one leading to
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Na.:1609 Webb.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. room class took a part in decorat- dietician, or a Spanish instructor. Dear Carlotta:
modification of the person's own
of 2242 Howell.
I have a husband who has the' behavior, and an indirect one
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. thanhq Bradford of 1889 Shelby, A son, Willie Earl, to Mr. and Clinton Scullark of 1712 Orr.
ing its door. The person who had
She is an active member around
2594
Pery.
Neamiah
Davis
of
Mrs.
gilft
of
gab.
He
is
only
34,
but
he
A daughter, Brenda Sue, to Mr. the best uoor would win first prize, the school in various clubs such as
•,vhich leads to changes in the ro
Herman Martin of 639 N. Fourth. dr.
.1 inosphere and relations within soA daughter, Cheryl Ann, to Mr.1 A daughter. Cynthia Elaine. to and Mrs. Master Boyd' of 922 S. and on down the line. All of the secretary of the Quill and Scroll, is handsome and in. is
Nov. 1
Mrs:
Moses
Mumphrey
Mr.
and
of
smooth
talker.
I
don't
know
whethFourth.
Jean,
to
of
1419
and
Michi-!
Mrs.
Bobbie
Hoskins
ciety. Two philosophies of living
daughter,
A
doors were beautifully decorated assistant secretary of the student
An Mitchell.
A son, Kenneth Ray,'to Mr. and
— for this occasion. The Queen, Miss council, circulation manager of the er I ant going or coining. .1e! compete for his attention and efMr. and Mrs. Roy Shelton of MS gan.
A son, Nize. Jr.. to Mr. and Mrs., A daughter, Norma Jean to Mrs. Frank T. Jones of 1456 Pope. Bobbie Hayes, was presented, school's paper ano a member of swept me off my feet. That is1 fort: one, that of improvement
Gilbert.
why I married him, I suppose. from within, and the other that of
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Ward of 1358 A daughter, Sheila Fay, to Mr. along with the captain and coA son, Tilton. jr.. to Mr. and Nize Frost of 3062 Sax.
the glee club. She is considered an
But often, he is out late and says improvement
and Mrs. Albert Brooks of 1272 captain of the football team, Steve
from
without.
Mrs. Tilton Liggins of 425 St. A daughter, Cheryl Diane, to N. Decatur.
ideal lady, for she is liked by all
Mr. and Mrs. Will S. Veasley of A daughter, Shirley Marie, to Southern,.
Paul.
Sanders and Clinton Taylor. We of those who know her and those he is spending a night with a WHICI1 OF THESE. PHILOSOfriend,
because
he
has
had
too
Mr. and Mrs. Autrey Jackson of Nov. 6
PHIES IS WINNING IN Y1UR
A oaughter. Patricia Ann, to Mr. 417 W. Holmes.
had quite a few guests on the who are merely acquaintances.
much to drink to drive home. LIFE?
A (laughter, Brenda, to Mr. and campus Thursoay, persons mostly
and Mrs. Charlie Smith of 937 A daughter, Hattie Mae, to Mr.'812 N. Montgomery.
Hats off to this charming young
the
friend
drive
Why
Mtn
can't
Mrs.
James
A
to
daughter.
Mr.
Patricia
R. Butler of 1378 Ken.! who had graduated from t h e
Ann.
LeMoyne dr.
and Mrs. George Hall of 578 St
lady and may success be with home? Why does lie not bring his Dear Carlotta:
and Mrs. Robert Williams of 382 nedy.
A daughter, Brenda Fay, to Mr. Paul.
school.
her always.
I am 18, and I like to be gay
friends home to have the
A son, Johnny kee, to Mr. and
and Mrs. J. T. Davis of 1417 Ellis. A son. Delma Louis, to Mr. and Plum.
CORONATION BALL
The Deburette Social club has We have a six-year-old
son whom
? and have fun. Butt I think people
Mrs. Tommie Godwin of 205 Goff. A son. Richard, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Charlie Ellzey of 128 W. Illiton.
The Coronation Ball was given gotten off to a good start this year. he seldom sees. It does not ,
• :ern have the wrong idea about ine.
A daughter. Joyce Ann, to Mr. A son, Oliver Prince, jr., to Mr. Joe L. Townsend of 33 E. Raines. nois.
the Football Queen for the year The club held its first meeting re- right. He is out four or five nights They think when they see me,
A daughter. Mary Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Damper of 166 Ingle. and Mrs. Oliver P. Harris of 1436 A (laughter, Beverly Annette, to
59-60 by Captain Sanders and Co. cently in the home of one of the a week. What can I do? Disgusted. "Here comes the joke." I don't like
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harris o and Mrs. Spencer Sawyer of 936
A son, Clayton, jr., to Mr. and N. Stonewall.
captain Taylor. This was a very members, Annie R. Phillips. Plans
this. Should 1 act inure serious?
Alaska.
Dear Disgusted:
1363 Mitchell.
Mrs. Clayton Dawson of 665 Walk- Nov. 3
colorful attraction with the young have been mane for a private afWhat can I do? Sam.
A son, Robert Lee, jr., to Mr. A son, Alphonso to Mr, and Mrs. A son to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
er.
don't
blame
you
for
I
feeling
fair
at
the
Sigma Rho Sorority
ladies clad in their formals of gay
Dear Sam:
Ford of 3019 Autumn.
A son, Brian, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Robert L. Niter of 431 Harvey Batts of 681 Pontotoc,
way
you
do.
Tell
the
your
husHouse,
Nov.
20,
from
7
- 11. This
There is nothing wrong With
A son, Sammie, Ill, to Mr. and colors and the fellows clad in their
Thomas McCaster of 794 Hamil- Halley rd.
Nov. 5
party is given for the members band he has a great line but you having fun.
blue suits.
A high-spirited pc,
A son, Norris Terence, to Mr. A son to Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Mrs. Sammie Johnson of 648 Castton.
aren't buying any more. A marand
their
guests.
The
advisor
for
The attendants t a the queen
son is an asset to every crow'
le.
A daughter, Shamarre Nekitee, and Mrs. Monroe P. Young of 475 Fletcher of 44 W. Fields.
ried
•
11..
• • or
this
wonderful
club
is
Mrs.
N.
M.
A son, Kenneth Louis, to Mr. were Miss Rosie Wilks, Miss Pa- Jones.
five nights a week under the guise There is a difference, howevi,
and Mrs. Lee A. Baskin of 1639 tricia Johnson, Miss Maggie Hank- The officers
of 'drinking too much to come between good humor and childishand
members
are
ins
alio
Miss
Beverly Williams.
ness, although people often get the
Oriole.
looking for capable freshmen girls home' is having too much fun
Also
there
were
some yohng ladies
A son, Eadie B., jr., to hlr. and:
to become members of this fine alone, Tell him if he insists on two mixed up. The difference is if,
ranging
through
(
• .
grades It and 12
Mrs. Eddie Jenkins of 121v; Azalia.
club, This club is designed for living w•ith his friend four or five m111'0411'4 yourslf,
A daughter, Constance Lafell, to as the ladies in waiting We were ninth and tenth grade
When something funny happens,
girls only. nights a week, he may as well
happy
to
have
the
following
visit- The officers
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny 0. Overton
and members are as move and send you support for do you HOWL with laughter? Howl.,
ing
queens
present:
Miss
Dorothy
of 1336 Gill.
follows: Linnie Lott, president; you and his son. It may bring him lisg is OK when every other person
A son, Harold Andrew. to Mr. Jean Burnett (Melrose), Miss Er- Marva Crawford,
Claudie Hevels to his senses. I hope so, anyway. is howling. But if someone says
and Mrs. William C. Johnson of nestine Henderson (Douglass), and Ynette Luster, Joan Bingham, AnMusing! Two Worlds . . . Each , something that is just a "little'.
Miss Susan Downey (Lester),
1409 Raymond.
nie R. Phillips, Delois Purdy, Mar- person lives in at least two worlds 'funny, the person will be more em.
Born at E. B. Crump Memorial along with their escorts.
The queen received gifts from garet Jones and Georgia Brown. if not more. One is the world of barrassed than flatterd if y nu
hospital
each club and class on the campus. Watch out freshmen girls they himself in which he meets per- burst into window:shattering lanai
Oct. 23
sonal problems and adjusts to sit- ter. Don't confuse maturity with
Also Miss Downey, from Lester, may be watching you.
A son. Reginald Jerome, in Mr.
uations that arise in his own pres- a solemn approach to life. You
presented a gift to the queen. On SPORTS NEWS
and Mrs. Jeff Lake of 496 GlankThe Manassas Tigers are now ence with immediate urgency. The can be poised and still be cheerer.
tied with the Hamilton Wildcats other is the world of the society,.. Cut. A sense of humor and eon.
A son, Michael Elliot, to Mr. Alcy Road.
for city champs. This season the which is about and around him and, siedte
ss
,tooteuiranl ist iyonaflo
lr
sras
A son, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs.
anti Mrs. Elliot Austin of 407 CamTiger,
Tigers played very well, with Eu• which affects him at every turn,
means don't
B.
J.
Yarbrough
of
112
S. 13th at.,
bridge.
Davis starring in each game. Two roads are open for im- that laugh. Just turn down the volt
A son, David Jerome, to Mr. West Memphis, Ark.
The Tigers defeated the Father proving relations within these ume.
and Mrs. Dan Thaddis of 1195 Chi- — —
cago.
Oct. 25
A son. Barry Eugene, to Sir.
and Mrs. Latham Wilkins of 1510
Riverside blvd.
Oct. 26
A son, Gerald Lee. to Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Hunt of 234 Elder rd.
A daughter, Pamela Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Jeffries of •
2053 Kansas.
A daughter. Marion Mishay, to'
Mr. and - Sirs. Horace Turner of .
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DON'T MISS

Dr. Graves Vigene Foot Tonic
THE NEW LIQUID FOOT MEDICINE

• EASE ACHE
• RELAX FA 1 ICAJE
• QUIET NERVES
• TONE SKIN
• SOOTHE THE STING & BURN

A daughter, Deborah Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. Young
of 1349 Gill.

III.
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DEALER & JOBBER INQUIRIES

INVITED

2a7ughter. Regina. to Mr. and
Mrs. William Helmon of 2392 Shasta.
A. daughter, Debora Lynn, to Mr,
and 'Mrs. Frank Jackson of 1349
Doris.
Oct. 28
A oaughter. Karen Faye, to Mr.
and Mrs. James V. Autrey of 1476
Dixie.
A son, James Edward, jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. James Malone of 1235
NI a rble,
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward-,
Rodgers of 23% Hunter.
A daughter, Sandra Rene' to Mr
Sion! Winfrey of 1471
anu
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Winston-Salem Wins, 54-12
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Spider Sets
Fast Pace
In Training

Jackson Upsets
Grambling,14-13

By El) SAINSBLII1
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VANDALIA, Mich. — (UPI) —
'Bolder Webb gets his first chance
at a world championship next
month and the former collegiate
champion isn't going to take any
chances on running out of gas.
Webb, loser only four times in
37 professional bouts since he left
Idaho State college, meets Gene
Fullmer at Logan, Utah, Dec. 4
with the World's Middleweight
Crown at stake. It will be Webb's
first 15-round bout.
To make certain there won't be
any psychological problems in going that route for the first time,
Webb said he will borrow a training pattern from another champion Floyd Patterson, and work 15
Al,!. HANDS — Everybody is
rounds in his training camp on
reaching for the rebound durParadise Lake near here.
in the first quarter of the MinHe will divvy up the distance
neapolis Lakers•Detroit Pistons
, with six sparring partners.
game at Minneapolis. T h
"That's so I'll have to go as
fast the last two rounds as I
would the first two," Webb said.
"It's not that I have doubts
about going the IS. I feel like
I could go 25, for that matter,
but going the 15 es cry day can't
hurt me. It will also take away
any self-conscious worry I might
have," Webb added.
Webb and his trainer, Carl Nelson, agreed that he was ready to
fight anytime now, even though
he weighed 163 pounds, three over
the middleweight limit which he
will have to hit by Dec. 4.
"We've been training three
months," Nelson said. "and he's, PHILADELHPHIA — (UPI) —
as sharp as he can be. Now it's' Jimmy Brown, pretty much the
just a matter of staying on endge.! whole show as the Cleveland
Webb, winner of his last four' Browns defeated the Baltimore
fights since he lost to Fullmer in Colts, remained the National FootSeptember. 1958, was brimming ,
with confidence. Fulliner, fighting
on his home grounds, came off
soth a very close decision last
ime.
"I'll be ready for him this
time," Webb said. "I won't say
I'll knock him out because every
boxer is always trying for the
knockout and you get it only
when the opportunity presents
itself. But I'm going to win big."
Webb has been boxing as many
as eight and 10 rounds each day
Nelson said they would break
camp next week, go to Chicago
and work out there three or four
days a week before going to Pocatello, Idaho, about Nov. 19, to finish the drills.
Webb, who will he 28 this month,
was committed to a return bout
with Fullmer in Salt Lake City
next June should he win. He said
he was sure he'd have to go thru
ith the match.
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eager hands belong to Laker
Elgin Baylor (22) and Rudy
LaRusso (35) and Piston Earl
Lloyd (17). The takers topped
the Pistons, in a double oser•
time. (L'Pl Telephoto)

JACKSON, Miss.—Leading 14-7 1 with a pass that carried him 28
at the half, an underdog Jackson' yds and into the end zone. GramState went on to upset a power- bling then attempted a two pointful Grambling college 14-13 during er that was short of the goal line.
Gramblingling had 221 yards rushState's Homecoming game here.
Grambling came alive after the ing to 171 for State. In passing,
opening kickoff. Quarterback Hen. Grambling threw tz passes and
ry Johnson flipped a pass to end completed only four while State
Charles Stanley for the score. Wil- attempted 10 a n d completed
three.
liam Ellis kicked the PAT.
The series between the two
Following Grambling's kick-off
Frank Dorsey, Jackson State's schools began in 1952 when JackSouthwest Conference rushing son State earned a 13-13 tie
leader, broke away over tackle against Grambling. Since then, it
and sprinted 67 yards for the has been Grambling all the way
score. James Brooks tied t h e with the exception of 1957 when
score with the PAT.
the Tigers won 39-20.
Jackson State scored again in
the second quarter when Cornelius Addison passed to end Willie
Richardson who went 80 yards and
a touchdown. Brooks completed
,the PAT, boosting Jackson's total
' to 14.
After an exchagne of punts in
the third quarter, GI:ambling struck
!again when Johnson hit Stanley

AM&N,29-0

PRAIRIE VIEW, Tex. — The
Prairie View college Panthers
crushed the Arkansas ASI&N college Golden Lions by a score of
Twy man and Nate Connie Pier
WAYNE EMBRY, Cincinnati
king watch Embry's scoring
29-0 in a regular scheduled game
are rebounder, takes off tor
effort. They gained their first
basket to score during- first
here.
National Basketball Associaquarter of Cincinnati RoyalsThe Panthers scored the first
tion sictory, 136 • 127. (UPI
Syracuse Nationals game at
two touchdowns early in the firs
Telephoto)
Cincinnati. Teammate Jack
quarter on a pitchout from guar
terback James White to halfback
Charles Warner, and a 16 yard
pass from White to end Frank Mcball I.eague's top ball-carrier, but, touchdowns against Cleveland. It Kee. David Webster made good
,
the passers were shuffled like a hoisted him into fourth place with on both PAT attempts.
deck of cards in a mining camp an 8.00 averabe, followed by Milt
The I.ions produced their great- I
Plum of Cleveland with a 7.96 est threat in the third quarter
saloon.
Brown, who gained 178 of Cleve- mark.
when tbey moved (town to the
Unitas leads in total completions Panther 10 A rugged Panther deland's 197 yards on the ground and
1,544
with
who scored all five touchdowns in with 101, yards gained
fense held the Lions for four:1 Working on a ''not hitter" going {moles bound fullback T a ft
the victory at Baltimore, widen- and t011eilltOWIlS thrown with 17.
downs.
I into the "fifth inning" last week McCoy, quarterback Isiah Coates,
target
prime
Berry,
Raymond
rushing
in
lead
ed his first place
Following an exchange in the eno, the Maroon Tigers' bid to the and Alfonso "Buddy" Crutch. Big
and jumped into a third place tie for Unitas grabbed II tosses and
reserve quarterback "Hall of Fame" was given a 16-14 Robert Blount, end, had a parscooted far ahead of the field in fourth period,
in scoring with 48 points.
Rhyme caught Charles setback by Clark College Pan- titularly mitstanoing offensive day.'
Brown, with 737 yards in 70 car- receptions with to for 584 yards Richard
With visions of a "no hitter"
with a pass and another thers. The Clarkites strunck for
ries, had a 133-yard bulge on J. D. and six touchdowns. lie's high Fisher
Panther TD. White's PAT attempt' two quick back-to-back "homers" shattered, the Tigers are buckSmith of San Francisco, w ti II e man in each category. Billy
‘_ i in the first four minutes of play ling down to the possibility of a
011ie Matson of Los Angeles was Wilson of San Francisco trailed was wide.
Minutes after the kick-off, toe, and hung on for dear life as the one hitter season. The Tigers
third with 582 yards. Don Bosse- with 26 catches followed by Frank
Before aicte
osrotyirttnwa'
l.
'
Ntheaedlneyattill
ie3oym
modec
iionint
tor of Washington, with 168 yards Gifford of the (;iatns (24), Len- Lions fumbled on their own 22 rudely awakened Tigers stormed will next 'lockhorns with the
line and the Panthers re- back for two touchdowns, meeting rapidly improving Knortille COI*
crowd
:ained against the Philadelphia ny Moore of Baltimore (23) and yard
lege
Bulldogs. Currently the eFflortthV
the next play, fullback 262 yards (Clark netted 46),
eallle.uyskSetgaete
e eGoollledgeen
Eagles, took over fourth place Del Shofner of Lon Angeles with covered. On
Robert Shaw smashed through twelve first downs (Clark earned Bulldogs are breathing down the eats gained their first SIAC c
from Joe Perry of San Francis- 22.
n
e
i
f
e
g
r
necks
for third place In
neer:
co. Perry fell back to fifth, Boss- Bobby be Conrad of the Chi- center for the final score. McKee one, with the help of a fifteen Tiger's
the SIAC standings,
yard penalty), in the process.
W
Tiigler
eler has a net of Si) and Perry cago Cardinals led the scorers added the bonus attempt.
The Knoxville game will feature
The last 4% seconds of t h e
503. Billy Barnes of the Eagles, with 50 points followed by Tom
Though
Night."
the Wildcats' overa
Chairs hear
crowd-pleasing feat found the "Sweethearts
who gained 161 against the Red- Davis of San Francisco with 49
season's record is 3-2-1, two
and Brown and Tommy McDonald
hustling Tigers Just inside the ing the respective players' num- :1,-1:
skins, was sixth with 383.
victories
came at the e
the
of
Eagles with 48 each. Bobby
Clark 10-yeard line attempting a ber will be placed behind the play,
The passing standings were
field goal which sailed a bit wide ers' bench, and will he occupied pence of non-conference rivals.
juggled when Bill Wade of the Layne of Pittsburgh was fifth with
the SIAC they have won one, ti
of its destination, thereby as- by the players' Sweethearts (wleRams jumped from third to 47.
one and lost two games.
Art Powell of Philadelphia Was
curing Clark a spine-tingling es, girl friends or mothers.)
first, and Charley t'onerly of the
In Saturday's contest, ham
victoryNew York Giants dropped front the leader in both punt andd kickFollowing t h e Knoxville ened
by a water-soaked playing
first to third. Ralph Guglielmi, off returns, with Don Chandler
The loss reduced the Tiger's. counter, the Tigers will hit the -' slipperyar
footballs,pbo-thi gtefalemi
injured Washington quarterback of New York, leading the punters
season
the
terminating
Vat—
road.
(UPI)
points-scored-points-allowed ratio
LOS ANGELES —
fa
id suffered in rushin
who didn't play the last game, and Milt Davis and Andy Nelson, her F. O'Moalley, president of the to 2.12 to 1. Previously it was against Howard university (Wash_ umbler
yardage
when
players lost the
both of Baltimore, leading in in- Los Angeles Dodgers, received the 3 to 1.
remained second.
ington, D. C.) and Fish university
footing on time slippery turf.
Wade threw 16 passes for 20_7 terceptions with five each.
Supreme Award of Merit of the
Defensively outstanding for the (Nashville, Tenn.,) on consecutive
Scoring
first,
Fort Valley drov
yards to boost his season average
George Washington Carver Me- Tigers in defeat were Capt. Rob- weekends.
rc
y t70 yards shortly after
to 8.64 yards gained for every
ARCADIA, Calif. — (UPI)—Jog- morial Institute for his contribu- ert Sone, epd Robert Hall, and
It appears that the loss sustain- kickoff o tally
on a 2
pass thrown. Gliglielmi h a s an key Johnny Longden, who has tion to better race relations.
guarus Donald Dollar and Willie ed by the Tigers has relieved the by halfback James -yard Wong
Holston. W1
8.58 average. Conerly dropped to scored more victories than any
The presentation was made by Jordan. Offensively spectacular bit of tension that is understand- cat fullback
James Allen caug
third with 8.15.
other jockey in racing history, Dr Rufus D. Von Kleinsmid, chan- for the losing cause were all-con- ably associated with an all - winquarterback Ronald Brown's pa
Johnny Unitas of Baltitnore turn- said he will ride Tomy Lee, the cellor of the University of Southern
ning team. Team morale is at its for the PAT.
ed in the league's best single 1959 Kentucky Derby winner, in California and a previous recippeak, and the Fostermen are Later in the first
quarter,
game effort by completing 23 in all his races during the 1960 Santa ient of the award.
awaiting the remaining three Tuskegee Tigers
JIM BROWN
marched to the
41 attempts for 397 yards and four Anita meeting which starts Dec.
games with appreciable anticipa- only score. A
Assisting Dr. Von Kleinshmid in
24-yeard run by ha
tion.
the presentation was Mrs. Mallie
back Frank Jones earned t h
Robinson, national chairman of the
By JOHN A. HOLLEY
touchdown, and a Dillard-to-Ho
institute and mother of former DURHAM, N. C. — Thrice-beat
land pass knotted the scores
Dodger baseball star Jackie Rob- en North Carolina college climbed
8-8 as the quarter ended.
inson and Mark Robinson,mem- back ort the winning track here
In the second quarter,
Fort Va
tier of the 1936 U. S. Opympic Saturday at the expense of winless
Icy halfback Leland M a n
gru
team.
Shaw university, before approxi•
plunged from the Tuskegee 7-yar
O'Mally was one of several Dod- mately 4,000 rain-drenched homeline for his team's second
Scot
gers executives who were instru- coming spectators, as they went
g admethe final
an
touchdown of th
mental in bringing Jackie Robin- ahead on a 38 yard scoring jaunt
!mother, Mamie Yarber, at Coium- name Elliot would never forget. son into organized baseball in 1946, by Paul Winslow in t h e fourth C
By IRA LURVEY
Ibia, S. C. There, under Mrs. Yar- As a freshman, Caroline dug the first member of the Negro quarter, winning 12-6.
criminal proceedings in the ea
J. C. Caroline, who became an ber's watchful eye, the youngster ditches, painted the stadium and race to participate in a major
Winslow, a 200 pound senior halfand did not appear. Carbo, repu
overnight national sensation as a regularly attended school a n d helped In a nearby hotel's kitchen league organized sport.
back from Weeksville, N. C., turn!cl
underworld boxing czar, ma
college sophomore and never church. It was a turning point, to earn his tuition and keep at "This presentation is made to ed hero with his scoring spurt aftLOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Moinvolved
in undercover activitle
against
again equalled that glory, said he
lived in school. He lived in a $10 a month you for the fine relationship you er almost becoming the game's tions to dismiss charges
Caroline
while
a
For
as
a
boxing matchmaker and un
was glad to be able to help out
have established and continued to "goat" as his fumble of a Shaw four mer indicted for trying to
Jacksonville, Fla., when his Par-] room.
licensed
manager.
"muscle in" on purses of welterthe Chicago Bears in a day-in-dayl ents, reunited. But soon after he Then in 1953, Caroline made his support as head of the Dodger or- punt, led to their lone TD of
Lloyd F. Dunn, special assists
weight Champion Don Jordan
out pro grid job.
ganization,' Dr. Von Kleinsmid the afternoon.
'returned to Columbia to attend] mark.
to
the
U.
S.
ErJudge
Attorney General, sal
were denied by Federal
"I just do the best I can
T. Washington high school, As a sophomore, he chalked up told O'Malley in presnting h i m
he would take legal
steps to p
the time," Caroline said.
With the Eagles ahead 6-0, Win- nest A. Tolin.
was it Booker T. that coach a total offense record of 1,370 the plaque.
duce Carbo next week t
It
for
were
Present
hearing
the
Bear officials said that even withl'John McHugh shaped Caroline's yards for the Illini, surpassing a
slow bobbled a punt by Shaw's
the local indictment.
Phil54,
Palermo,
(Blinky)
showFrank
season
the club's poor early
Cal McDowell in the waning minfuture. McHugh early spotted a mark Red Grange had held since
adelphia; former International Defense attorneys also.- .
aske
ing, Caroline seemed a bright find in the youth and spent hours 1923. Caroline also bettered the
utes of th esecond stanza on his
Boxing Club President Truman that details of allegations mild,
Alan
spot.
in ithe federal grand
own 5 yard stripe. Primus Sloan,
and hours developing Caroline's records of Buddy Young and
Gibson, jr., 47, Chicago; Joseph
jury inehet
Ameche. Overnight Caroline beFor Caroline, the going always football.
Shaw tackle, recovered the ball
Sica, 48, and Louis Dragna, 39, ment issue(' last Sept. 8 be Sian
has been rough.
Caroline became one of South came a national sensation. What, WILBERFORCE, Ohio. — The for the Bears, and in 3 plays the both of the Los Angeles area. ed out in more
detail. JudgCro
The lithe Negro athlete w a s Carolina's finest high school foot- everyone asked, would stop him Central State college cross coun- Shaw eleven was in the end zone
A fifth aefendant, Frank Carbo, lin was to consider the motion...a
.and his
born Jan. 17, 1933 at Warrenton, ball player.
in his junior year.
try track team under coach Gas- for their only scoring tally of the
Ga. His father. Benny Gordon, McHugh
the senior?
finally called
ton "Country" Lewis continues to afternoon, knotting the score 6-6.
and mother, Eugenia Caroline youngster into his office and they In his Junior year, Caroline be an outstanding cross country
NCC scored its first TD of the
Gordon. separated shortly after sat down to decide where it would quickly was stopped and soon suf- team. In the last outing, Central game on a power play up the
his birth and the Infant was be best for Caroline to go next. fered a shoulder separation. There State defeated the University of middle for 3 yards by Raymond
Caroline left
sent to live with his maternal
McHugh finally decided that the was no senior year.
Cincinnati 15-50. The Marauders Nobles, a freshman fullback, playgrandfather, James Caroline.
University of Illinois, known both school.
finished in the first II places, be- ing his first major game for the
Canadian
played
The elder Caroline gave the boy for its strong teams and liberal For a while he
ing led by Nate Foster, Joshua Eagles. Nobles plowed in the end
might of- football, satisfactorily but never Rugs, leslie Hegedus. T h e Ma- zone on a 4th down play to score
his surname, then had him chrts- attitude toward Negroes,
invincibilty.
Illini
that
Walt
with
again
rauders established a new Cincin- the Eagles initial touchdown.
tened "J. C." for James Caroline.' fer the best opportunity.
Ray Ten the Bears took Caroline.
Browning's extra point try was
The
14:50.
of
record
course
Thus James Caroline Caroline Thus, in 1952, Illini coach
nati
can,"
Elliot found J. C. Caroline on his "So now I do the best I
wide.
started.
stood at 15:13.
he a Caroline said. "The best I can." old record
Soon, Caroline went to his grand- freshman roster. It was to
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MIAMI, Fla. — (UPI) ..ty contract with the two principles is
definite," New York promoter Anthony J. Velella said in announcing plans to stage the return
heavyweight championship bout
between Ingemar Johansson and
Floyd Patterson in Miami's Orange Bowl next Feb. 26.
1,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111116)111111111111111111111111

WINSTON SALEM, N. C.—Winston Salem teachers college scored
an impressive 54 12 victory over
Johnson C. Smith college to blast
the Bulls from the undefeated
ranks at Bowman Gary Stadium
here.
The Rains smashed the Smith
defen.. , which had given up less
in their five conthan .100
secutive wins, for 310 aerial yards
and 178 ground yards.
Ram. quarterback Bobby Rowe
completed 11 of 19 passes for
207 yards and three touchdown,.
Reserve quarterback Ivory Roberts completed two passes for
207 yards and one touchdown.
End Etymon Robinson, All-CIAA
candidate, caught five passes 10
161 vards and scored two touch
downs. Robinson's TI1 pa 3ses
came on a 25 yard pass from
Howe. and an 85 yard toss fro
Roberts.
Winston Salem took a 16-6 half
time lead on Rowe's 13 yard Pas
to Guthrie and 15 yard pass t
t Jackson. Fullback loge
Robe,
Adams ran the two PATs.
In the third quarter the Rains
enlarged their margin to 32-6 on
Rohinsor's 75 yard sprint and
recovery In the Balla endzone
by Billy Adams. Passes f r 0 in
Rowe to Jackson and Robinson
provided the extra points.
The final score came late
the final quarter when Smith sco
ed on a 65 yard pass from Anams
Leon Chiles scored the PAT.

Prairie View
Bags Arkansas
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Oscar Robertson
Back; Cincinnati
Sees Great Season

KANSAS CITY. Mo.
— The word's out: Big O's back
and the Reareate are going to be
better than ever.
Big 0, of course is Oscar Robertson, everybody's All - Amen.
can basketball player from the
University of Cincinnati. The 6foot 5 • inch Robertson winds up
his collegiate career this year
— and it should be his best season ever.
Rival Missouri Valley Conference coaches say so. And eincinnati coach George Smith
agrees.
"Oscar is improving all the
time," Smith said at a preseason meeting of conference
Coaches.
"He p'eyed all summer in ihe
Pan American Games and never
got nut of shape. Right now, he
looks better than ever. He should
have a great season," Smith
said.

•

Jimmy Carter s Comeback Rests On Bout-To-Bout Basis
•

Jimmy Carter, former world lightweikht champ turned sheet metal
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) — worker. From eight in the mornIt's 5:30 in the afternoon at New- ing until 4:30 p. m. lie has been
man's Gym in the tenderloin and helping form the plate which goes
bardly anybody noticed the little on ships. But he wonn't be home
guy in the grey cap and brown ntil he has gotten in his nightly
wind breaker who has come in hours of sparring and exercise.
with his gear.
"I feel that there are a lot of
Younger boxers who whink they
lightweights around I can heat
are on the way up continue to
when I am in better shape and
jump rope and bolt the heavy bag
as the new arrival stops by the get the opportnity." flat-faced
counter to fork over 50 cents for Jimmy says in a voice which has
a set of bandages Then he moves remained soft and mannerly delithely past the kids toward a dim spite 13 years of hammering%
locker room where he climbs into and disappointments. "My legs
feel good and I move around
his own boxing togs.
This has been a long day fori I HA more in than I used to."
.211111111111111111111110111111011011111111111111111101111111101
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By SCOTT BAILLIE

Carter, the only boxer to win
the 135-pound title three times, hit
the tobaggan in 1955 after Wallace (Bud) Smith had nutpointed
him for it and beat him in a rematch. Then Jimmy, now 35, lost
for out of five last year and figured it was time to stop when
Rudy Jordan TKO'D him on cuts
in Fresno.
He went to work in the steel
mills here last April. weighing
some 160 pounds which had ballooned onto his five foot, six-inch
frame. He also owed the government some back taxes.
'So one day I came down to the
gym and shadow-boxed, jumped

rope ... ana has e been going ever
since," Carter says while carefully
bandaging his hands.
His first comeback shot was
against Kildo Nunez last August
and Carter won an unpopular decision. In the meantime, Chief
Athletic Inspector Willie Ritchie
said lie wasn't sure if Carter
should he licensed to box because his reflexes seemed stale.
But Jimmy received the green
light from the commisslonn and
earlier this month knocked out
one Irish Jimmy Smith in three
rounds.
Carter's next bout is Nov. 10, a
. And Ritchie
vtine,
rematch
— a former ,...:1:oc.ght champion

himself — has placed Carter's status on a "bout to bout" basis.
"If he continues to do well, he.
can keep his license," Ritchie

says.
weigh about 140 now and plan
to get down to the lightweight division again," Carter declared
"I'm not built to be a welter."
Then he goes out to the ring and
boxes three rounds with a boy who
has the name "pee-wee" painted
all over his headgear.
"Alf the kids like to work with
Jimmy because they know he
won't try to hurt them," one ringworm SayS as Carter expertly
picks off a series of left jabs. "See
how nice he is? What a guy!"

ALL OVER — Referee Joe
Palmer signals the end of the
Mike DeJohn-Charley Powell
heavyweight fight at 47 seconds
of the first round. DeJohn sent

Powell to the canvas thee*
times before the. end tishig
sharp left hooks and (nnibina•
firms to do the trick. (UPI
Telephoto)
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Editor's Deadline Derby Sets No Records!

The curtain fell on the '59 prep performance was up and beyond
league season last week as the sp . the call of duty. The lack of exManassas Tigers subdued a stub- perience was mane up for, by your
born Bertrand eleven 24-7 before 'intense desire to become chaina freeing homecoming crowo.
. pions. You were successful and
The- lads from the far Northside you are deserving. You have playwere too much for the Portermen ed the game hard and fair: it has
in the second half. It was Mr. Eu- paid off. Again, speaking for the
gene Davis and Mr. Clint Taylor fans of Bluff City, I commend
skirting and scampering the ends the coaching staff and the team
of Bertra,nd. As a result of the vic- for a job well done.
tory, the Blue and Gold Tigers
The Tri-State Defenoer's All
became co-chaimpions of the prep City team will he relseased next
league. Both Hamilton and Mari- week, because all of the ballots
sa have the loentical records in are not in. In conjunction with the
the circuit, 4-1.
presentation of the All-City team,
The spirit was high and the str the "Coach of the Year" will be
pany hooked up a series of end selected. Watch your next week's
sweep that finally solved the de- issue for the above selections.
fensive prowess of the Thunder- Now that football has gone into
bolts. Both teams played magni- the background and t hat -o Id
ficently from gun to gun. The spon- roundball season" is rapidly apsorship of both teams was tremend- proaching, the loop will have a
ous. Two of the better backs of new addition and a tough one in
the city were opposing each other, Carver, the growing high school
and when they met in hand to hand on the far Southslae. What they
combat, they had nothing but con- lack in experience will lw made
gratulations for
each
other's up by a desire.
dexterity, I have reference to Bei
, The defending champions was the
trand's James SeIlas and Davis of youngest team in the circuit two
Manassas.
years ago, but those pesky '"Lions''
I salute you, Manassas and con- from Lester high solved the jinx
gratulations are extended to your of perennial champions. DTW.
team for an excellent season. You These two young high schools will

JACKSON, Tenn. — A modern
There were probably other deer
day record for the
number of killed of which we have no
record
deer killed in West Tennessee on and no
doubt, more will be killed
a state-wide hunt, will probably
Iduring the season which will
be set this week, with a known
close Saturday.
total kill of six bucks on the first
All areas where these deer are
day; four of which were killed in
being killed have been stocked
Benton County.
with deer in recent years by the
The Mx hunters who were checkState Gamee and Fish Commised with deer by the Game and
sion.
Fish Commission officers the first
day are as follows: James "Mutt" The Hardeman-McNairy-Chester
Pendergrass, Huntingdon, a four County Areas was stocked in the
point buck, killed in the edge of spring of 1954: the Natchez Trace
Benton County near the Natchez Area was stocked in 1953, Herds
Trace Area. (Jessie Allison, Hunt- have developed satisfactorily in
ingdon and George Tolley, each, these areas, making the ruccesskilled a deer in the same area iful hunting possible.
on the second morning of the
hunt).
Dr. R. L. Horton, Camden,
ed a six -point, 230-pound buck
in
the Big Sandy Area of Renton
County; Edgbert Freeman, B i g NEW YORK — (UPI) — Billy
Sandy, killed a five-point buck, Hunter of New York and Alex
three miles southeast of Pocahunt Miteff of Argentina have signed
us: George T. Greene, Bolivar,,
to meet in a 10-round return heavy- EARNING his first football letter
killed his deer four miles east of'
weight bout at Madison Square at Southern Illinois university W
Boliver.
Halfback Fred Coger, Jackson,
Johnny Butler, Jackson, bagg- Garden, Nov. 27. Hunter, who Tenn. The freshman scatback is
ed an eight-point, 180-pound deerl stopped Tony Anthony last Fri- fifth in rushing with a 2.9-sard as•
while hunting in McNairy County day, beat Miteff on a seven-round erage on II carries for the Salukis
early Tuesday morning.
TKO in their first bout.
this Fall.

' Sports Brief

LAKE "X", FLA.—The nation's top boating editors compete for dubious honors in the
nation's only outboard race for the press —
the Deadline Derby. The race, held annually
at the Mercury Outboard press meeting, pits
five-man teams of newspaper, magazine,
radio and TV sports writers against each
other
Editors raced over a fast-mile course in
non-record speed in lumbering aluminum

barges- Site of the race was Lake "X", Mercury Outboard's new million-dollar research,
test and .development •center in
central
Florida.
• Competition was stiff among the 140
newsmen. The winners were Jack Smith, Herb
Levy and Dick Suskind of New York,
Hal
Kelly of Ft, Pierre, Fla., and Hank &MIMI,.
Solebuty, pr
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fingers of one hand the number of
times he had been stopped behind
the line of scrimmage, Brown
merely chuckled.
"Shucks," he said, "they can get
me easy back there. It's when I
BALTIMORE, Md. — (UPI) — said. "I got hit in the mouth a
get out front that it might be tough!
Jim Brown, the Cleveland Browne' couple of times."
to catch ins, but it's no harci to
super star, couldn't even muster
I a smile after enjoying one of his thoroughly
get there."
convinced that t h a
greatest days in professional footformer Syracuse university Allball.
America was the greatest fit II.
Asked by a cameraman to
back alive. He turned in a brilliant
"Smile please" in the Cleveland
performance against the Colts'
dressing room after he had scored
famed defensive unit known
five touchdowns to lead t h e
around the National Foo t halt
Browns to a 38-31 victory over
League as the "six tons of fun."
the Baltimore Colts, all Brown
Running in his characteristic
could manage was a weak grin.
bulldozer fashion, Brown scored
"That's the best I can do," hi
on runs of 70, 17, 3 and a pair on
one-yard plunges. In all, he
carbe in the thick of the fight for ried the ball 32 times
for a total
basketball honors this Year. Also net yardage of 178.
you can look for them in the
Asked if he could count on the
prep football league next fall. Are
you a abasketball lover? Who's
your favorite team? Do you know
1who will win the basketball crown?
Get on the caravan fans and follow
the prep league into the shanging
season. It will he interesting as the
passing football season. Let us
prepare to pack up our football
gear and plunge head on into the
thrilling game of basketball.
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Don't miss those Merry Madcaps

Also Enjoy "AMOS and ANDY" on WREC Radio, Each Mon. thru Fri.,

ivankneitof
HEADACHE

ANDREW'JACKSON ofren receised JAMES
POLK at his home. He was known to
praise Old Crow in the highest terms
(Reported in a 19th century newspaper)

Ease PAINS OF HEADACHE, NEURALGIA. NEURITIS with STANBACK
TABLETS or POWDERS. STANBACK
combines several medically proven pain
relievers
The added effectiveness
of these MULTIPLE ingedlenls brings
faster, more complete retief, mins
anxiety and tension usually morn.
panyIng pain.
24
.
4
Test
STANBACKST
AN
against any

MRS. WALDRENE LETCHER. St.
Augustine graduate, now working
for the Universal Life Insurance
company is the latest entrant in
the running for the "Blues BOIYI
Queen." Mrs. I,eteher is quite industrious for while her days are Preparation
you'v• evef
041,1
spent working, her nights are used
for training at Henderson BusiGm...rad
as
ness coilese. (Staff pis by Billy ! Goad Ileaso.npag
Duncan)
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COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
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with Randolph Scott
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"Indiscretion Of An American Wife"

with l ennifer lanes
Montgomery Cleft

with Henry Fonda
"My Darling Clementin• e" and
Linda Darnell
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"Snake Pit"

with Olivia DeHaviland
and Mark Stevens

and Linda Darnell

Tuesday, November 17, 10.00 P. M

HAND iirev

Tara OLD CROW 01ST. CO.. FRANKFORT.
1.).'

Wednesday, November 11, 10:00 P. M.

Friday, November 13, 10:30 P. M.

Tell you why your job or husiness is not a success if you have
failed In (he rest come see MADAM BELL at once
Locateo on Highway Si South. lust over Mississippi state
Line on be way to Hernando Iter home is 2 Mocks below
where she user) to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel Re sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and vault Mid her there
at all times, iShe never had an Attlee iii West Memphis I
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State lin. and gel
off at Slave Line and walk 1 Works and see MADA NI HELL'S

When Old Crow was born I2i
years ago in
Kentucky, it %SAS the nation's first
real bourbon.
Today, lighter, mellower Old Crow
is
the favorite bourbon of all
America.

Enjoy the Channel 3 Movie
Tonight and Every Night

5
.
0

Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is hark alter a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay in her new horn•
Are yon DIssettsfied with marriage? Hays
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are roe
In had health? Are you discouraged! If any of these are vont
problems eccrte let MADAM REIS advise volt al once Khe
will read flte to you just as she would read an open honk
to

7:35 P.M.

"Man Hunt11

with Walter Pidgeon
and Joan Bennett
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